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Abstract 
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In most previous studies that have been conducted on converting waste heat energy from 

exhaust gases into useful energy, the engine waste heat recovery system has been placed 

along the exhaust flow pipe where the temperature differs from the temperature just behind 

the exhaust valves. This means that an important fraction of the energy from the exhaust 

gases is still lost to the environment. The present work investigates the potential 

thermodynamic analysis of an integrated exhaust waste heat recovery (EWHR) system based 

on a Rankine cycle on an engine’s exhaust manifold. The amount of lost energy contained in 

the exhaust gases at the exhaust manifold level, at average temperatures of 500 °C and 350 

°C (for petrol and diesel), and the thermodynamic composition of these gases were 

determined. For heat to occur, a temperature difference (between the exhaust gas and the 

working fluid) at the pinch point of 20°C was considered. A thermodynamic analysis was 

performed on different configurations of EWHR thermal efficiencies and the selected suitable 

working fluids. The environmental and economic aspects of the integrated EWHR system just 

behind the exhaust valves of an internal combustion engine (ICE) were analysed. Among all 

working fluids that were used when the thermodynamic analysis was performed, water was 

selected as the best working fluid due to its higher thermal efficiency, availability, low cost 

and environmentally friendly characteristics. Using the typical engine data, results showed 

that almost 29.54% of exhaust waste heat can be converted. This results in better engine 

efficiency and fuel consumption on a global scale by gaining an average of 1 114.98 Mb and 

1 126.63 Mb of petrol and diesel respectively from 2020 to 2040. It can combat global 

warming by recovering 56.78 1 011 MJ and 64.65 1 011 MJ of heat rejected from petrol and 

diesel engines, respectively. A case study of a Volkswagen Citi Golf 1.3i is considered, as it is 

a popular vehicle in South Africa. This idea can be applied to new-design hybrid vehicles that 

can use the waste heat to charge the batteries when the engine operates on fossil fuel. 

Keywords: Waste heat recovery, thermal efficiency, Rankine cycle, fuel consumption, global 

warming   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Historical background 

The rapid economic and industrial development and unexpected global demographic growth 

of countries that do not belong to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (OECD), such as China and India, has resulted in a projected 56% increase in 

worldwide energy consumption between 2010 and 2040. According to the Energy 

Information Association (EIA) (2013), the total world energy use is expected to increase from 

524 quadrillion British thermal units (Btu) in 2010 to 820 quadrillion Btu in 2040, as 

illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1: World energy consumption projection up to 2040 (EIA, 2013). 

 

Although there are other means of energy production, such as coal and natural gas, renewable 

resources and nuclear, petroleum and other liquid fuels will remain the fuels that are 

consumed the most in the world. The use of these fuels will increase by more than one-third 

(33 MMbbl/d), from 87 MMbbl/d in 2010 to 119 MMbbl/d in 2040 (EIA, 2014).  
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Between 2010 and 2014, most of the growth in liquid fuel consumption came from the 

transport and industrial sectors. Despite an increase in and the anticipation of non-liquid-

based transport technologies, these are not enough to compensate for the rising demand in the 

global transport sector. Transport services still account for 63% of the overall share growth in 

liquid fuel consumption worldwide from 2010 to 2040 (EIA, 2013) and from 2011 to 2040 

(see Figure 1.2) (OPEC, 2014). 

 

Figure 1.2: Oil percentage shares demand by sector in 2011 and the projected world demand by 

2040 (OPEC, 2014). 

 

This energy demand projection in the transport sector has been the leading key for many 

scientific researchers, due the fact that the biggest source of energy used in the transport 

sector is the thermal engine. Of these engines, the internal combustion engine (ICE) is the 

most popular. These engines convert thermal energy or heat into mechanical work on the one 

hand; on the other hand, the release of greenhouse gases (nitrogen oxide (NOx), sulphur 

dioxide (SO2) and carbon dioxide (CO2)) and heat into the atmosphere from thermal engines 

can, directly or indirectly, impact negatively on both human lives and the environment. This 

release of greenhouse gases causes global warming such as the melting of glacier regions, 

changes in rainfall patterns, a rise in sea levels and ocean warming, heat waves, as well as 

unusual periods of warm weather (Marguerite Richardson and Agnes Phahlane 2009). Many 

guideline policies, such as the Kyoto Protocol, and considerable investigations into and 

solutions for more energy-efficient and environmentally friendly technologies have been 

implemented to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases and the effects of global warming. 
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Various types of thermal systems are classified according to the process these systems 

undergo to produce the work. This case study will focus on thermal engines, which can be 

internal or external combustion engines. Thermal engines are heat engines that convert 

thermal energy or heat into mechanical work. In an ICE, the fuel is burnt in a cylinder or 

vessel. In an external combustion engine (ECE), the working fuel is not burnt because it is 

heated from an external source. The fuel is heated and expanded through the internal 

mechanism of the engine, which results in work. Examples of such engines include steam 

turbines and steam trains. 

Estimates showed that 20% to 50% of the energy input in a thermal system is lost as waste 

heat in the form of hot exhaust gases and cooling water, as well as heat lost from the hot 

surfaces of equipment and heated products (Breu, Guggenbichler and Wollmann, 2008). This 

waste heat does not only affect the thermal system’s efficiency, but can, directly or indirectly, 

have a negative impact on the environment. 

Nowadays, a call for more energy efficient and environmentally friendly technologies, such 

as energy recovery, can be heard all over the world to ensure a reduction in greenhouse gas 

emissions and global warming. 

1.2. Problem statement 

The world’s population is expected to increase from 7 billion in 2010 to nearly 9 billion in 

2040 (The Outlook, 2014). This global population increase will lead to considerable growth 

in the world’s automotive vehicle use, which implies a significant expansion in energy 

demand in the transport sector on the one hand and a great risk for more global warming and 

negative environmental impacts on the other hand. This is because ICEs are still the main 

source of power used in transporting people and goods in our daily lives. As a result, 

researchers have taken a noticeable interest in cleaner and more efficient technologies for 

ICEs. The public has also become more aware of the world’s environmental and energy 

consumption issues. 

It has been shown that the two predominant available waste heat sources for an automotive 

vehicle’s engine are the radiator and exhaust gas systems. Hatazawa, Hiroshi, Takahiro and 

Yoshitoki (2004) presume that more than 35% of the combustion energy produced is released 
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as heat lost to the environment as exhaust gas or in the form of other losses, which are a 

function of the engine load. 

A major amount of energy in an ICE is wasted through the exhaust gas in the form of heat, 

which could conceivably be recovered and re-used to improve the engine’s output work. 

Conklin and Szybist (2010) show that only 10.4% of fuel energy is converted into useful 

work, while a considerable amount of thermal energy (27.7%) is wasted through the exhaust 

gas. In the same perspective, Yu and Chau (2009) stated that, from the thermal combustion 

process generated in an ICE (petrol), 40% of the heat generated is wasted to the environment 

through the exhaust manifold, which is higher than the energy dedicated to the engine’s 

operation (25%). 

1.3. Purpose of the study 

Generally, due to the thermal limitations of the engines of automotive vehicle, it is inevitable 

that a fraction of the energy produced in ICEs is wasted in the form of heat discharged to the 

environment. According to a number of studies, the use of waste heat recovery technologies 

gives us a large potential ability to save some part of the energy lost in ICEs, which in return 

can be used to generate electrical or mechanical work or for heating the cabin. Previously, in 

most cases, the recovery of waste heat has been used for turbochargers, supercharging for 

high-performance engines or for warming the passengers’ cabin. 

Although some waste heat is used for turbochargers or supercharging, some heat is still lost 

through different streams in the automotive vehicle’s engine system. A study by Mei, 

Chaturvedi, and Lavan (1979) has shown that almost half of the heat is wasted in an engine’s 

exhaust manifold at low Reynolds numbers for a standard exhaust system. 

Talom and Beyene (2009) conducted an experiment on the exhaust gas of a 2.8-litre V6 ICE 

that was used to operate a modified three-ton (10.55 kW) absorption chiller by utilising the 

hot exhaust gas intake from the engine. This proved to be applicable for refrigeration and 

vehicle transport. It could also considerably improve the system’s performance in terms of 

the engine load. 
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Saidur, Rezaei, Muzammil, Hassan, Paria and Hasanuzzaman (2012) studied waste heat 

recovery technologies and their newest improvements on the exhaust gas from automotive 

combustion engines involving thermoelectric generators, an organic Rankine cycle, a six-

stroke cycle ICE and new developments on a turbocharger. Their study shows that there is a 

latent opportunity for thermal efficiency to be maximised when incorporating these 

technologies with other devices. They also pointed out that the heat recovery technologies 

would not only increase the efficiency of the ICE, but would also have a positive impact on 

global warming as long as the fossil fuel reserves could be reduced. 

In most of the previous studies that were conducted on converting waste heat energy from 

exhaust gases into useful energy, the waste heat recovery system is placed along the exhaust 

flow pipe where the temperature differs from the temperature behind the exhaust valves. This 

means that an important fraction of the energy from the exhaust gases is still lost to the 

environment. In this study, an investigation was conducted into the potential of integrating a 

waste heat recovery system based on a Rankine cycle just behind the exhaust valves of an 

ICE. The heat exchanger was fitted on the exhaust manifold, with the temperature of the 

exhaust gases at the exhaust valves ranging from 400 °C to 600 °C and from 200 °C to 

500 °C for spark ignition (SI) and compression ignition (CI) engines respectively. In order to 

recover the large amount of waste energy from exhaust gases, an analysis of a suitable 

working fluid with great potential for recovering heat at high temperature was also 

conducted. The total energy consumed and wasted in transport sector throughout the outlook 

period from 2013 to 2040 was analysed. The environmental benefit of an EWHR was shown 

by comparing the amount of CO2 released from an ICE with and without an EWHR system. 

1.4. Dissertation layout 

This thesis consists of a literature survey in Chapter 2, in which the energy consumption in 

the transport sector is highlighted. Heat recovery technologies and their advantages and 

limitations are also investigated. From the literature review, the problem is formulated and 

solved in Chapter 3. The results and discussions are elaborated on in Chapter 4. Conclusions, 

recommendations and possibilities for further work are described in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2: Literature survey 

2.1. Introduction 

A literature review is conducted in this chapter. An overview is given of the world energy 

demand and projection in the transport sector. The theory, energy balance, and fuel and 

engine efficiencies of ICEs are analysed. Different waste heat recovery (WHR) systems, as 

well as their limitations and choice of working fluid, are considered and compared. A WHR 

system based on a Rankine cycle is chosen for further investigation. Engine exhaust gas 

emissions and their environmental effects are also taken into consideration. In the end, 

concluding observations are made. 

2.2. Energy consumption in the transport sector  

2.2.1 Wold transport fuel demand and projection 

In the recent decade, the use of energy in an efficient way in the transport sector is one of the 

major keys to reducing energy consumption and global warming. According to the 2013 

Outlook for Energy (ExxonMobil, 2013), over 40% of energy increases from 2010 to 2040 

will come from the transport sector, especially from commercial sources such as planes, 

trucks, trains and ships. Figure 2.1 gives an overview of the worldwide trend in liquid fuel 

consumption in the transport and other sectors. 

 

Figure 2.1: World liquid fuel consumption by end-use sector, 2010–2040 (quadrillion Btu), 

adapted from (EIA 2013). 
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According to the (EIA, 2013), worldwide energy consumption in the transport sector 

increases by an average of 1.1% per annum and it shares 63% of the total growth in 

worldwide petroleum consumption. A growth in petroleum consumption in the transport 

sector means an increase in the number of automotive vehicles used worldwide. In August 

2011, Ward’s Auto reported that the worldwide number of motor vehicles has increased from 

980 million in 2009 to 1.015 billion in 2010 (Sousanis, 2011). 

Despite the fact that the number of light motor vehicles will nearly double (from 800 million 

to more than 1.6 billion by 2040), the overall energy demands in the personal transport sector 

will remain almost stable due to advances in automotive technology, such as energy recovery, 

hybrid motor vehicles, as well as smaller and lighter motor vehicles. 

 

Figure 2.2: Vehicle fleet by type adapted from (ExxonMobil, 2013). 

The trend in Figure 2.2. of vehicle type per fleet shows us, on one hand, that the growth of 

conventional petrol and diesel motor vehicles will decrease by about 50%, with more energy- 

efficient motor vehicles being available by 2040. On the other hand, full hybrid motor 

vehicles will increase by around 40% by 2040 (or 50% of the new motor vehicle market), 

while electric and plug-in hybrid motor vehicles will increase by 10% in the same year. 
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Although the number of conventional petrol and diesel motor vehicles will decrease by 2040, 

oil will remain the most important supply point of fuel in the transport sector. Despite the 

higher cost and functional limitations of alternative technologies such as plug-in hybrids or 

electric motor vehicles, it has also been shown that a motor vehicle can travel 563.27 km with 

45.36 litres of petrol, while an electric motor vehicle’s battery, which takes hours of charging, 

can only accomplish about 24.14 km of travel (ExxonMobil, 2013). One can see that plug-in 

hybrids or electric motor vehicles still need to improve substantially before the technology 

can make an important impact on the market. Thus, improving the technology in 

conventional diesel and petrol vehicles will still be one of researchers’ main focuses as long 

as it not only helps make vehicles more efficient (fuel economy), but also plays a major role 

in considering the environmental effects (such as greenhouse gas emission). 

2.2.2 Oil-refined products’ demand and projection from 2013 to 2040 

Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3 give a clear view of the global trend and shares of fuel products by 

type during the forecast period from 2013 to 2040. The increase in the demand of the middle 

distillates in the transport sector, which mainly focuses on diesel/gasoil and petrol, is mostly 

emphasised (OPEC, 2014). 

Table 2.1: Global demand and shares of fuel products according to type from 2013 to 2040 

 Global demand 

millions of barrels per day (mb/d) 

 Shares 

% 

2013 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2013 2040 

Light products    

Ethane/liquefied 

petroleum gas 

(LPG) 

10.0 10.3 11.0 11.6 12.1 12.4 12.6 11.1 11.4 

Naphtha 6.0 6.2 6.6 7.1 7.6 8.1 8.8 6.7 7.9 

Petrol 23.0 23.6 24.6 25.4 25.9 26.3 26.7 25.5 24.0 

Middle distillates    

Jet/kerosene 6.6 6.8 7.3 7.8 8.2 8.7 9.2 25.5 24.0 

Diesel/gasoil 26.1 27.1 29.7 31.7 33.3 34.7 36.1 29.0 32.5 

Heavy products    
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 Global demand 

millions of barrels per day (mb/d) 

 Shares 

% 

2013 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2013 2040 

Residual fuel* 8.0 7.8 7.1 6.9 6.6 6.3 6.0 8.9 5.4 

Other** 10.4 10.4 10.6 10.9 11.2 11.5 11.8 11.5 10.6 

Total 90.0 92.3 96.9 101.3 104.8 108.0 111.1 100.0 100.0 

 

This data allows the trend in worldwide energy demand throughout the forecast period (2013 

to 2040) to be evaluated later in this study. 

 

Figure 2.3: Global refined product demand from 2013 to 2040 (mb/d). 
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2.2.3 Fuel share demand by type and sector 

 

Figure 2.4: The refined share products’ demand according to sector for 2013 and 2040. 

 

The rate of increase in the demand for gasoil/diesel and petrol in other sectors, such as 

commercial, agriculture, residential and industry, will be lower than in the transport sector. 

Almost 60% of the total gasoil/diesel oil demand will come from the road transport sector, as 

illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

2.3. Internal combustion engines 

2.3.1 General theory of internal combustion engines 

ICEs are heat engines that convert the chemical energy contained in the fuel into mechanical 

energy, which is then made available on a rotating crankshaft. Firstly, the fuel’s chemical 

energy is transformed into thermal energy through combustion or oxidation with air in the 

engine. Secondly, this thermal energy raises the pressure and temperature of the gas inside 

the engine and the high-pressure gas is converted into a rotation motion of the shaft 

(mechanical energy) by means of the engine’s mechanical linkages. Finally, the mechanical 

energy of the shaft is transmitted to the desired end use via a power train. This can be 
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visualised via the first law of thermodynamics which stipulates; the change in internal energy 

of system in a given state, equals to heat added unto the system minus the work done by the 

system Borgnakke and Stonntag (2009). 

∆𝐸𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑦 = +𝑖𝑛 − 𝑜𝑢𝑡   𝑜𝑟 ∆𝑈 = 𝑄 − 𝑊 (2.1) 

2.3.2 Engine classifications 

Various types of engines are classified according to the process they undergo to produce the 

mechanical work. 

This study will pay attention to thermal engines. These can be ICEs or ECEs. In an ICE, the 

fuel is burnt in a cylinder or vessel. In an ECE, the working fuel is not burnt, but is heated 

from an external source. The fuel is heated and expanded through the internal mechanism of 

the engine, which results in work such as in steam turbines and steam trains. 

The best-known examples of internal combustion are internal combustion and gas turbines 

(Heywood, 1988). 

There are different ways of classifying ICEs. Pulkrabek (2004) provides the following 

overview of their specifications: 

1. Types of ignition 

 In an SI engine, the cyclical combustion process is initiated by a high-voltage electrical 

discharge between the two electrodes of a spark plug, which ignites the air-fuel mixture 

within the combustion chamber surrounding the spark plug. 

 In a CI engine, the combustion process starts when the highly compressed air-fuel 

mixture auto-ignites because of the high temperature in the combustion chamber. 

2. The engine cycle 

 In a four-stroke cycle, four pistons accomplish up and down movements over two engine 

revolutions per cycle. 

 In a two-stroke cycle, each cycle corresponds to the movement of two pistons over one 

revolution. 
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3. The location of the valves 

 In a head (overhead valve), also called an I-head engine. 

 In a block (flat head), also called an L-head engine.  

 In a block with valves on one side of the cylinder and the exhaust on the other side, also 

called a T-head engine. 

 

4. The basic design 

 A reciprocating engine is characterised by one or more cylinders in which the pistons 

move up and down. A combustion chamber is located at the top of each cylinder and the 

output power is usually delivered to the crankshaft by means of a mechanical linkage with 

the pistons. 

 A rotary engine consists of a non-rotating block (stator), which houses a non-concentric 

rotor and crankshaft; combustion chambers are built into the stator. 

 

5. Position and number of cylinders of reciprocating engines (Figure 2.5) 

 A single-cylinder engine has one cylinder and a piston connected to the crankshaft. 

 In the case of in-line cylinders, there can be two to 11 cylinders or more. The cylinders 

are in a straight line along the length of the crankshaft. Four-cylinder in-line engines are 

commonly used in most applications, especially in the engines of motor vehicles. 

 In a V-engine, two banks of cylinders are placed at an angle to each other (varying from 

15° to 120°, but mostly between 60° and 90°) along a single crankshaft. They have even 

numbers from 2 to 20 or more. V6 and V8 engines are commonly used in motor vehicles. 

 An opposed cylinder engine has two banks of cylinders mounted on a crankshaft opposite 

each other (180° V). It is mostly used on small motor vehicle and aircraft engines. 

 A W-engine is the same as a V-engine, except that it has three cylinder banks on the same 

crankshaft. It is mostly used for racing cars. 

 An opposed piston engine is characterised by two pistons placed within the same cylinder 

with a common combustion chamber at the centre of the two pistons that are mounted on 

two different crankshafts, which means that two power strokes are produced at the same 

time. 

 A radial engine has pistons placed in a circular plane position around a central crankshaft. 

It usually consists of an odd number of pistons and operates on a four-stroke cycle. 
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Figure 2.5: The classification of engines according to the cylinder arrangement, adapted from 

Pulkrabek (2004). 

 

6. Air intake process 

 During the naturally aspirated process, the intake air pressure is not boosted by an 

external system. 

 The supercharged intake air pressure is increased by an auxiliary compressor driven off 

the engine crankshaft. 

 The turbocharged intake air pressure is increased with the turbine compressor driven by 

the exhaust gases. 

 The two-stroke cycle engine uses the crankcase as the intake air is compressed. 
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7. Method of fuel input for SI engines 

 Some engines use a carburetted fuel input. 

 A multipoint port fuel injection has one or more injectors placed at each cylinder intake. 

 A throttle body fuel injection has injectors placed up front on the intake manifold. 

8. Fuel used 

 Petrol 

 Diesel oil or fuel oil 

 Gas, natural gas or methane 

 Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) 

 Alcohol – ethyl or methyl 

 Dual fuel: a combination of two or more fuels such as methane and diesel fuel, which is 

usually used in large CI engines; a combination of petrol and alcohol fuels commonly 

used as a straight substitute fuel for petrol automotive engines 

 Gasohol: a common fuel containing 90% petrol and 10% alcohol 

9. Application 

 Motor vehicles, trucks and buses 

 Locomotives 

 Stationary  

 Marine 

 Aircraft 

 Small portable devices, chainsaws, model airplanes 

10. Type of cooling 

 Air cooled 

 Liquid and water cooled 

One can combine some or all of the above classifications into the following engine 

characteristics: turbocharged, reciprocating, SI, four-stroke cycle, overhead valve, water-

cooled, petrol, multipoint fuel-injected and V8 automotive vehicle engine. 

All these distinctions are important, as they illustrate the variety of the engine designs that are 

available. Table 2.2 gives a description of the most usual applications, predominant type and 

approximate power range of ICEs. 
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Table 2.2: Classification of ICEs by application 

 

Class 

 

Service 

Approximate 

engine power 

range (kW) 

Predominant type 

D or SI Cycle Cooling 

 

 

Road vehicles 

Motorcycles, scooters 0.75 – 70 SI 2, 4 A 

Small passenger 

vehicles 

15 – 75  SI 4 A, W 

Large passenger 

vehicles 

75 – 200 SI 4 W 

Light commercial 

vehicles 

35 – 150  SI, D 4 W 

Heavy (long-distance 

commercial vehicles 

120 – 400 D 4 W 

 

Off-road 

vehicles 

Light vehicles (factory, 

airport, etc.) 

1.5 – 15 SI 2, 4 A, W 

Agricultural 3 – 150 SI, D 2, 4 A, W 

Earth moving 40 – 150  D 2, 4 W 

Military 40 – 2 000 D 2, 4 A, W 

Railroad Rail cars 150 – 400 D 2, 4 W 

Locomotives 400 – 3 000  D 2, 4 W 

 

 

Marine 

Outboard motors 0.4 – 75 SI 2 W 

Inboard motor crafts 4 – 750 SI, D 4 W 

Light naval crafts 30 – 2 200  D 2, 4 W 

Ships  D 4 W 

Ships’ auxiliaries  D 4 A 

Airborne 

vehicles 

Airplanes 45 – 2 700 SI 4 A 

Helicopters 45 – 1 500 SI 4 A 

 

Home use 

Lawn mowers 0.7 – 3  SI 2, 4 A 

Snow blowers 2 – 5  SI 2, 4 A 

Light tractors 2 – 8 SI 4 A 

 

Stationary 

Building service 7 – 400 D 2, 4 W 

Electric power 35 – 22 000 D 2, 4 W 

Gas pipeline 750 – 5 000 SI 2, 4 W 

 

Legend: 

SI: Spark ignition D: Diesel  A: Air  W: Water cooled 

2.3.3 The energy balance of internal combustion engines 

The amount of energy provided to an engine is the heat value of the fuel (chemical energy) 

consumed. However, as we know, only a portion of the total chemical energy that enters an 
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engine is converted to useful crankshaft work. Most of time, the remaining energy is lost 

from the engine in several ways. The energy flow distribution in the engine can be 

categorised as follows: 

 Energy to useful work 

 Energy to exhaust gas 

 Energy to coolant 

 Direct energy loss through walls 

 Energy to the sump 

From the abovementioned engine flow energies, only two principal parts of the heat do not 

contribute to the crankshaft work: the heat lost through the cooling medium and the exhaust 

gases. 

 

Figure 2.6: Energy distribution in an ICE, adapted from Arlotto and Millikin (2005) and Yu 

and Chau (2009). 

 

Figure 2.6 depicts the energy distribution in an ICE. From the 100% of available combustion 

energy, only about 25% is actually dedicated to the motion of the car and its accessories. The 

rest of the energy is wasted (+5% to parasitic and friction losses, 30% to cooling and 40% to 

the exhaust). On the other hand, diesel engines and lean combustion petrol engines fare 

somewhat better, as 35% of the energy flows to mobility and accessories. 

2.3.4 Distribution of energy in internal combustion engines 

In an ICE, the available amount of useful energy or power is given by: 
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�̇� = �̇�𝑓𝑄𝐻𝑉, (2.2) 

where �̇�𝑓 is the rate of fuel into the engine and 𝑄𝐻𝑉 is the fuel-heating value. 

However, the fuel flow rate is limited by the air mass flow rate that needs to react with the 

fuel. Therefore, the brake thermal efficiency is the ratio of the converted useful energy 

(power) at the crankshaft to the total available energy (Pulkrabek, 2004), given in 

Equation 2.3. 

(𝜂𝑡)𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑘𝑒 =
�̇�𝑏

�̇�𝑓𝑄𝐻𝑉𝜂𝐶
⁄ , 

(2.3) 

where 𝜂𝑡is the thermal efficiency, ηc is the combustion efficiency and �̇�𝑏 is the brake power. 

It can be seen that a considerable part of energy is wasted as heat loss, parasitic load and 

waste exhaust gas. Thus, a typical ICE energy distribution as a percentage of the total fuel 

energy is shown in Figure 2.8, where the friction losses have been counted twice: once as the 

original loss and once as the resulting heat losses (Pulkrabek, 2004). 

 

Figure 2.7: Energy distribution in a typical SI engine as a function of engine speed, adapted 

from Pulkrabek (2004). 

For any engine, the distribution of energy is given as follows: 

 Total engine energy: 
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𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 = �̇�𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 + �̇�𝑒𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑡 + �̇�𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 + �̇�𝑎𝑐𝑐 (2.4) 

 

with �̇�𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 being the brake output power, �̇�𝑒𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑡 the energy lost in the exhaust flow, �̇�𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 

all the other energy lost to the surroundings by heat transfer, and �̇�𝑎𝑐𝑐 the power to run the 

engine’s accessories. 

As a function of the engine size and geometry, and how the engine is operated, the shaft 

output power is represented by the following equation: 

 Shaft output energy: 

�̇�𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 ≈ 25 − 45% 

Generally, a CI engine, which refers to a diesel engine, has a higher shaft power output than 

an SI engine, which refers to a petrol engine. 

 Energy lost in exhaust gas: 

�̇�𝑒𝑥ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑡 ≈ 20 − 45% 

Due to their higher exhaust temperatures, a major part of the energy in SI engines is wasted 

through the exhaust flow in the form of enthalpy (heat) and chemical energy. At full load, 

half of the exhaust loss is constituted by the chemical energy, while it is usually higher than 

the brake power output of the engine under many operating conditions 

 Other heat losses: 

�̇�𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 ≈ 10 − 35% 

Generally, in many engines, the heat losses can be subdivided: 

�̇�𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = �̇�𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 + �̇�𝑜𝑖𝑙 + �̇�𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 (2.5) 

 

 

With CI engines on the high end, energy dissipated in the coolant is in order of: 

�̇�𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 ≈ 10 − 30% 
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This can account for half of the output brake energy at a high load and increases for about 

twice the brake output power at a low load. 

Oil loss energy depends on its type and on the engine speed. 

�̇�𝑜𝑖𝑙 ≈ 5 − 15% 

Energy directly transferring to the surroundings is shown by the following equation: 

�̇�𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡  ≈ 20 − 10% 

Friction losses are in the following range: 

�̇�𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ≈ 10% 

In this regard, considerable interest in the advanced technologies of highly efficient ICEs has 

been shown by researchers due to public awareness of environmental and energy issues. 

In ICEs, vast amounts of energy are wasted through the exhaust gas in the form of heat, 

which could conceivably be recovered and re-used to improve the engine’s work output. 

Conklin and Szybist  (2010) show that only 10.4% of the fuel energy is converted into useful 

work, while a considerable amount of the fuel energy (27.7% of the thermal energy) is 

wasted through the exhaust gas. In the same perspective, Yu and Chau (2009) stated that, 

from the thermal combustion process generated by an ICE (petrol), 40% of the heat generated 

is wasted to the environment through the manifold, compared to 25% of the energy dedicated 

to the engine’s operation. 

The two predominant available waste heat sources for the engine of a motor vehicle are the 

radiator and the exhaust gas systems. Hatazawa et al. (2004) presume that more than 35% of 

the combustion energy produced during the engine’s combustion is released as heat lost to the 

environment as exhaust gas or in the form of other losses. It can be seen that recovering this 

kind of loss must be a function of the engine load. 
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2.4. Fuel and engine efficiencies 

The engine efficiency is known as the ratio of the output energy (mechanical work done by 

the engine) and the input energy (heat or heat contained in the fuel), as shown in Figure 2.8. 

It can also be defined as the rate at which the heat is converted to the mechanical work. 

 

Figure 2.8: An efficiency diagram, adapted from (Jordan Hanania, Braden Heffernan, James 

Jenden, Kailyn Stenhouse 2015) (Sankey diagram). 

 

Fuel efficiency is a form of thermal efficiency, which means the efficiency of the process that 

converts the chemical potential energy contained in a carrier fuel into kinetic energy or work. 

Overall fuel efficiency may vary per device, which in turn may vary per application. This 

spectrum of variance is often illustrated as an ongoing energy profile. 

The admitted energy of the fuel is determined as follows: 

𝐸𝑓 = 𝑚𝑓 ×  𝐻𝑢, (2.6) 

 

where 𝑚𝑓 is the weight of the fuel admitted, and 𝐻𝑢 is the net calorific value of the fuel. 

The fuel consumption is measured as a volumetric flow or as a mass flow per unit of time. 

�̇�𝑓 =
𝑚𝑓

𝑡
= 𝜌𝑓 × �̇�𝑓, (2.7) 

 

with 𝜌𝑓 as the density of the fuel. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_efficiency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kinetic_energy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mechanical_work
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_profile
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2.4.1 Specific fuel consumption (sfc) 

The specific fuel consumption is a useful engine parameter, which is used to determine how 

efficiently fuel has been used in the engine to produce the work (Pulkrabek, 2004). 

sfc =
�̇�𝑓

�̇�
, (2.8) 

 

where �̇�𝑓 is the fuel mass flow rate into the engine and �̇� is the power delivered by the 

engine. 

For better comparability, the indicated or effective power can also be used as a reference for 

fuel consumption. 

2.4.2 Indicated specific fuel consumption (isfc or bi) 

isfc =
�̇�𝑓

Ẇ𝑖
, (2.9) 

 

where �̇�𝑓 is the mass flow rate, and Ẇ𝑖 or �̇�𝑖 is the indicated power. 

2.4.3 Effective specific fuel consumption (be) 

𝑏𝑒 =
�̇�𝑘

𝑃𝑒
=

1

𝜂𝑒𝐻𝑢
, (2.10) 

 

where ηe is the effective efficiency. 

2.4.4 Brake specific fuel consumption (bsfc) 

bsfc =
�̇�𝑓

Ẇ𝑏
, (2.11) 

 

where Ẇ𝑏 is the brake power. 

There is also an important parameter, the “fuel conversion efficiency, 𝜂𝑓”, which is the 

measure of engine efficiency given by: 

𝜂𝑓 =
𝑊

𝑚𝑓𝑄𝐻𝑉
=

�̇�

�̇�𝑓𝑄𝐻𝑉𝜂𝑐
 

(2.12) 
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2.4.5 Combustion efficiency 

Combustion efficiency is a measure of how efficiently a device consumes fuel. Ideally, 

combustion efficiency would be measured at 100%, which means that the fuel was 

completely consumed. In practice, this level of combustion efficiency is impossible to 

achieve, but it is possible to come close to that. The lower the combustion efficiency, the less 

efficient the device is, which makes it expensive to run, wasteful of fuel and harmful to the 

environment. The time available for the combustion process of an engine cycle is very brief, 

and not all fuel molecules may find an oxygen molecule with which to combine, or the local 

temperature may not favour a reaction. Consequently, a small fraction of fuel does not react 

and exits with the exhaust flow. A combustion efficiency (TJc) is defined to account for the 

fraction of fuel that burns. TJc typically has values in the range of 0.95 to 0.98 when an 

engine operates properly (Pulkrabek, 2004). 

2.4.6 Mechanical efficiency 

The major part of the indicated engine power is dedicated to evacuate the exhaust gases and 

let in a fresh charge. However, an additional part is drained by the friction forces of the 

pistons, bearings and other mechanical components of the engine (Heywood, 1988). This 

leads to the notion of mechanical efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of the brake work at 

the crankshaft to indicate work in the combustion chamber (Pulkrabek, 2004). 

𝜂𝑚 =
�̇�𝑏

�̇�𝑖
, (2.13) 

 

where �̇�𝑏is the brake work and �̇�𝑖 is the indicated work. 

In modern automotive vehicle engines that operate at wide-open throttle, the mechanical 

efficiency is in the range of 75% to 95% at high speed, which then decreases as the engine 

speed decreases to zero at idling conditions when no work is taken by the crankshaft 

(Pulkrabek, 2004). 
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2.4.7 Thermal efficiency 

Thermal efficiency is the ratio of the output and input energy of a system. It normally has to 

be between 0% and 100%. A thermal efficiency of 100% means that all the input energy that 

enters the system is converted into output energy, despite its form. Practically, thermal 

efficiencies are usually under 100% for different reasons. 

𝜂𝑡ℎ =
𝑊

𝑄𝑖𝑛
=

�̇�

�̇�𝑖𝑛

=
�̇�

�̇�𝑓𝑄𝐻𝑉𝜂𝑐
=

𝜂𝑓

𝜂𝑐
 

(2.14) 

𝜂𝑡ℎ =
�̇�

(𝑠𝑓𝑐)𝑄𝐻𝑉
 

(2.15) 

 

The input heat transfer and the input heat transfer rate are ̇given by the following equations: 

𝑄𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑓𝑄𝐻𝑉𝜂𝑐 (2.16) 

�̇�𝑖𝑛 = �̇�𝑓𝑄𝐻𝑉𝜂𝑐  (2.17) 

 

where: 𝑊 = work of one cycle 

 Ẇ = power mf = mass of fuel for one cycle 

 ṁf = mass flow rate of fuel into the engine 

 QHV = heating value of the fuel 

 ηf = fuel conversion efficiency 

2.5. Heat recovery technologies 

Generally, the two main sources of energy waste in an engine are the engine cooling system 

(radiator) and the exhaust gas, Hendricks and Lustbader (2002b). This is due to the higher 

temperature that is carried in the exhaust gases and engine coolant fluids, as illustrated in 

Figure 2.9 (adapted from Pulkrabek, 2004). 
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Figure 2.9: The temperature distribution (˚C) of an SI engine that operates in steady-state 

conditions, adapted from Pulkrabek (2004). 

 

Therefore, in the recent decade, several studies on WHR improvement to enhance the thermal 

efficiency of ICEs have been undertaken using different technologies based on different 

principles. The two most promising ways to recover thermal energy from exhaust gases are 

thermoelectricity and Rankine cycles. Thermoelectricity is based on the electrical principle of 

converting thermal energy into electrical energy by means of temperature gradients 

Hendricks and Lustbader (2002), while Rankine cycles are based on a smart thermodynamic 

cycle parallel to the main cycle. This cycle works on the temperature difference between the 

hot working fluid and the environment, which will be the focus of this case study. 

A smart thermodynamic cycle usually incorporates a heat exchanger (or evaporator), turbine, 

condenser or pump. In this study, water was used as the working fluid. To understand smart 

thermodynamic cycles, a brief overview of the theory of the different components used in the 

thermodynamic cycle is presented. 
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1. Heat exchanger 

A heat exchanger is a heat transfer device that transfers the available heat (or thermal energy) 

to or from fluids at different temperatures. Generally, the fluids do not mix in heat 

exchangers, as they are separated by a heat transfer surface. Heat exchangers are used in the 

processing, power, petroleum, transport, air conditioning, refrigeration, cryogenic, heat 

recovery, alternate fuels and other industries. 

For a steady-state heat exchanger, some aspects have to be considered. There is no shaft work 

or electrical work, and pressure drop may or may not be taken into consideration as the 

process occurs at an almost constant pressure (a small pressure drop due to the wall friction). 

2. Turbine 

A turbine is a rotary machine that produces shaft work (power on a rate basis) by converting 

the working fluid’s kinetic energy, which can be water, steam or gas, into mechanical energy. 

Generally, changes in the potential and inlet kinetic energy are negligible. The kinetic energy 

can mostly be neglected too, as can any heat rejection from the turbine. 

3. Condenser 

A condenser (typically a heat exchanger) consists of an arrangement of tubes or pipes in 

which a fluid condensates from its gaseous to its liquid state. In a steady-state condition, the 

condenser does no shaft or electrical work and the pressure drop can also be neglected 

because it is usually very small. Changes in potential and kinetic energy are negligible, as 

they are generally small. 

4. Pump 

The principal role of a pump is to increase the fluid pressure by supplying shaft work. 

In terms of the first law of thermodynamics, changes in inlet kinetic and potential energy are 

negligible. The exit kinetic energy and the heat rejection from the compressor, which are 

relatively small, can often also be neglected. The following sections provide a brief overview 

of the different smart thermodynamic cycles. 
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2.5.1 Engine waste energy converter 

Engine waste energy converters (EWECs) can recover some part of waste heat from the engine 

jacket, as well as the exhaust gas, and convert it into useful work for air conditioning or any 

hybrid application purpose, for example (Sharifpur, 2008). Based on a smart thermodynamic 

cycle, the EWEC has two different sections of heat recovery: the cylinder jacket and the 

exhaust gas jacket, in which a working fluid circulates at a given pressure and temperature if 

its type is known. An EWEC also has the following components: 

  A condenser (radiator) 

 A thermostat that allows the working fluid to flow from the cylinder jacket to the 

exhaust jacket once its temperature reaches that of the engine operating condition 

 A recirculation pump that circulates the working fluid in a controlled and precise 

manner inside the housing so that the quantity of exchanged heat can be controlled by 

adjusting the recirculation pump’s performance 

 A small turbine that produces shaft work by means of vapour from the exhaust gas 

jacket 

2.5.2 Exhaust gas energy converter 

In the exhaust gas energy converter (EGEC) thermodynamic cycle, the only source of energy 

recovery is the exhaust gas. To recover a certain amount of heat from the exhaust gas at a 

high temperature, heat is exchanged from the hot exhaust gas while crossing the tube bundle 

to an appropriate subcooled working fluid in the outside of the tube bundle. Once vapour is 

produced in the boiling heat exchanger, it can enter a specific turbine, which results in shaft 

work. A condenser, a pump with a smart control system and a recirculation pump with the 

same function as the one from the EWEC have been used. 

2.5.3 Hot liquid energy converter 

The hot liquid energy converter (HLEC) is quite similar to the boiling condenser and can be 

used in a large number of ignition engines with less modification in order to transform some 

part of the heat lost in the engine. 
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2.5.4 Bottom Rankine cycle 

An evaluation of the potential WHR using a Rankine cycle has been analysed by Domingues, 

Santos and Costa (2013). Their analyses on a 2.8-litre VR6 SI engine for the different 

operating conditions of the vehicles and various working fluids have proved that a Rankine 

cycle has tremendous potential for ICE exhaust WHR. They also added that one should 

improve the condenser (evaporator) design and choose well-suited expender (turbine) devices 

that will provide a high evaporating pressure to get the maximum available WHR energy 

from the Rankine cycle. 

2.5.5 Advantage of heat recovery methods compared to other technologies 

A theoretical analysis, which is supported by the simulation results of a study by 

Weerasinghe, Stobart and Hounsham (2010) that compares the turbo-compounding method to 

the Rankine method, proved that the heat recovery and expansion method with water as the 

working fluid presented significant advantages. It saved up to 20% in fuel consumption 

compared to turbo-compounding. Arias, Shedd and Jester (2006) mentioned that achieving 

this kind of efficiency depends on both the effectiveness of heat recovery technology and the 

expansion used in the Rankine cycle. 

The experiment done by Peng, Wang, He, Yang and Lu (2013) on a 1.4-litre light-duty petrol 

engine found that the maximum efficiency of an exhaust energy recovery (EER) system can 

reach up to 14%. However, for their research, the efficiency was considered to be between 

1% and 10% as it is under general operating conditions for personal vehicle engines. 

According to the Peng, Wang He, Yang and Lu (2013), around 3.9% of fuel energy can be 

recovered using an EER thermal cycle, which is an estimated fuel saving of 17.5% for the 

engine tested and a 22.3% saving of the total engine efficiency according to the New 

European Driving Cycle (NEDC). 

2.6. Limitations of waste heat recovery methods 

Each technology has its positive and negative attributes. Therefore, one should think about 

the limitations that can be encountered in applying Rankine WHR methods, either on the 

equipment or on a specific cycle (Tian, Shu,Wei, Liang and Liu, 2012): 
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 Constraint on the available heat from the heat source 

 Production of backpressures while recovering heat 

 Safety and environmental effects of the working fluid 

 Heat rejection from the engine 

2.6.1 Bad effect of backpressure 

The backpressure occurred due to the presence of the heat exchanger on the exhaust 

manifold, which is undesirable in ICEs. Therefore, the heat exchanger size and design will 

play a key role in backpressure limitation on the one hand, while, on the other hand, it should 

remain efficient so that it can extract as much heat from the hot exhaust gas as possible. 

2.6.2 Choice of working fluids 

Previous studies have shown that the working fluid is the major key in determining the 

efficiency of the thermodynamic cycle (Saidur et al., 2012). This means that the choice of 

working fluid strongly affects the efficiency of a cycle. Therefore, working fluids should be 

selected judiciously according to their specific properties. 

Tian et al. (2012) mention some important physical and chemical characteristics that should 

be considered when choosing suitable working fluids. These characteristics include stability, 

non-fouling, non-corrosiveness, non-toxicity and non-flammability. According to Vaja and 

Gambarotta (2010) and Gu, Weng, Wang and Zheng (2009), organic fluids are better than 

water as a working fluid for their limited power and low temperature heat source. Organic 

fluids are also better because of their lower vaporisation temperature, which results in 

reduced evaporator irreversibility. Domingues et al. (2013) presented water as a better 

working fluid compared to an organic one because of its higher net output power, despite its 

high condensation temperature. Thus, it can be seen that not all the desirable requirements 

can be met in a particular cycle by using a specific working fluid (Chen, Goswami and 

Stefanakos, 2010). However, their two main criteria suggested for selecting which working 

fluid to operate in which cycle are based on the critical temperature and ξ value (slope of the 

saturation vapour curve on the T-s diagram). 
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Figure 2.10: The three types of working fluid, adapted from Chen et al. (2010). 

 

2.7. Engine exhaust gases’ emissions and their environmental effects 

Air pollution from the exhaust gases of automotive vehicles’ engines has been one of the 

major concerns in scientific studies in recent years. This is not only due to the negative 

impact air pollution has on the environment, but also due to the fact that it has many adverse 

side effects on our daily lives. It has caused the deaths of thousands of people in developing 

countries, has necessitated billions to be injected into the medical sector, and has resulted in 

vast amounts of money to be lost in production each year (Arapatsakos, Karkanis and 

Strofylla, 2012). 

In the current situation, as ICEs are still the fundamental sources of energy in the automotive 

industry. Legislation regulating emissions from vehicles has been implemented to control and 

limit the emission of regulated components such as carbon monoxide (CO), NOx, 

hydrocarbons (HC) and particulate matter (PM) from the exhausts of motor vehicles 

(Czerwinski, Winkelmann, and Morin 2012). According to Boloy, Silveira, Tuna, Coronado 

and Antunes (2011), PM10 can easily be inhaled and settle in the lungs, which endangers 

human health. CO2 is considered to be one of the main agents that cause greenhouse gas 
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effects, while SO2 causes acid rain. NOx is considered to be the main cause of acidification in 

ecosystems.  

That is one of the raisons the European Union (EU) commission was put into place. Their 

main objective is to periodically implement new emission standards regulations for new 

passenger cars and light commercial vehicles. Table 2.3 reflects the Euro 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 

emission standards applied to vehicles of category M1 with a reference mass less or equal to 

2610 kg (DieselNet 2012). The standards for all categories (M1, M2, N1 and N2) of vehicles 

are shown in an extended table in Appendix M (European comission 2012).  

Table 2.3: European Union emission standards for passenger cars (category M1a) 

Stage Date CO (g/km) HC 

(g/km) 

HC+NOx 

(g/km) 

NOx 

(g/km) 

PM 

(g/km) 

PN 

(#/km) 

Compression ignition (diesel) 

Euro 1b 1992.07 2.72 (3.16)  0.97(1.13)  0.14(0.18)  

Euro 2, IDI 1996.01 1  0.7  0.08  

Euro 2, IDI 1996.01c 1  0.9  0.1  

Euro 3 2000.01 0.64  0.56 0.5 0.05  

Euro 4 2005.01 0.5  0.3 0.25 0.025  

Euro 5a 2009.09d 0.5  0.23 0.18 0.005e  

Euro 5b 2011.09f 0.5  0.23 0.18 0.005e 6.0x1011 

Euro 6 2014.09 0.5  0.17 0.8 0.005e 6.0x1011 

Positive ignition (gasoline) 

Euro 1b 1992.07 2.72 (3.16)  0.97(1.13)    

Euro 2 1996.01 2.2  0.5    

Euro 3 2000.01 2.3 0.2  0.15   

Euro 4 2005.01 1 0.1  0.08   

Euro 5 2009.09d 1 0.1f  0.06 0.005g,h  

Euro 6 2014.09 1 0.1f  0.06 0.005g.h 6.0x1011g,1 

a    At the Euro 1-4 stages, passenger vehicles>2500kg were type approved as category N1, vehicles. 
b    Values in brackets are conformity of the production limits 
c    Until 30 September; after that date, DI engines must meet the IDI limits 
d    2011.01 for all models 
e    0.0045 g/km using the particulate Measurement Programme Procedure 
f    2013.01 for all models 
g    And NMHC = 0.068 g/kmh    Applicable only to vehicles using DI engines 
i    6.0 x 1012 L/km within first 3 years from Euro 6 effective dates 

CO, carbon monoxide; DI, direct injection; HC, hydrocarbons; IDI, injection; NMHC, non-methane 

hydrocarbons; NOx, nitrogen oxide ; PM, particulate matter ; PN, particle number. 
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Figures 2.10 and 2.11 provide an approximation of the exhaust emission composition of 

petrol and diesel engines. Petrol engines might also discharge SO2 in addition to the regulated 

components mentioned above Volkswagen Group (2000). 

 

Figure 2.11: The composition of the exhaust emissions of petrol engines, adapted from 

Volkswagen Group (2000). 

 

Figure 2.12: The composition of the exhaust emissions of diesel engines, adapted from 

Volkswagen Group (2000). 

 N2: Nitrogen 

 O2: Oxygen 

 H2O: Water  

 CO2: Carbon dioxide 

 CO: Carbon monoxide 

 

 NOx: Nitrogen oxide 
 N2: Nitrogen 

 SO2: Sulphur dioxide   O2: Oxygen 

 Pb: Lead  H2O: Water  

 HC: Hydrocarbons  CO2: Carbon dioxide 

 PM: Particulate matter   CO: Carbon monoxide 
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In this regard, the experiments conducted by Arapatsakos et al. (2012) on a four-stroke petrol 

engine have proven that CO2, CO and HC can be reduced by reducing the exhaust gas 

temperature of the engine. 

2.8. The economics of waste heat recovery 

The EER method based on the Rankine cycle applied on ICEs does not only aim to improve 

the engine’s thermal efficiency by reducing its fuel consumption. It also has a considerable 

impact on the environment by decreasing the emission of the various components of exhaust 

gas (CO2, SO2, NOx and MP) that have a negative effect on the environment. 

Peng et al. (2013) conducted a study on the cost and carbon emission payback times on 

vehicles that incorporate an EER system, and compared them to hybrid electrical vehicles 

(HEVs). The comparison was based on fuel price, variable fuel price and possible high 

mileage. The study showed that EER takes 10.1 years of cost payback and 1.9 years of 

carbon emission payback compared to 11.9 and 1.4 years for HEVs. This was evaluated in 

the UK market for light-duty motor vehicles by using the following equations: 

𝐶𝑂2−𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝐶𝑂2−𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 + 𝑆𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 × 𝐹𝐶 × 𝜌𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 × 𝜒𝑐 × 44 12⁄ , (2.18) 

 

where: 

𝑆𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 is the cumulative mileage 

𝐹𝐶 is the fuel consumption (litre per mile or L/mile) 

𝜌𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 is the fuel density (kilogram per litre or kg/L) 

𝜒𝑐is the rate of carbon in the fuel 

44 and 12 are the molecular weights of CO2 and carbon (C) 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 + 𝑆𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 × 𝐹𝐶 × 𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 + ∑ (𝐼𝑛𝑠 + 𝑇𝑎𝑥 +𝑛
0

𝑀𝑂𝑇 + 𝑆𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒), 

(2.19) 

 

where: 
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𝑃𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 is the fuel price (pound per litre or pound/L) 

𝐼𝑛𝑠 is insurance 

𝑀𝑂𝑇 is the annual authority inspection of the Ministry of Roads and Transport 

 

Jadhao, Thombare, Post-Graduate Student and Sangali (2013) categorised the benefit of 

WHR as follows: 

Direct benefits are applied to fuel consumption and the process of cost reduction because it 

has a straight impact on the efficiency of the combustion process. 

Indirect benefits are characterised by the following factors: 

 Pollution reduction is possible by recovering waste heat from exhaust gas as this reduces 

the level of pollution in the environment. 

 The downsizing of equipment is possible due to reduced fuel consumption, which means 

reduced flue gas production. 

 A reduction in auxiliary energy consumption and downsizing of some equipment leads to 

a lower fuel consumption. 

2.9. Automobile market investigation 

According to the October 2015 New Vehicle Sales Statistics of the National Association of 

Automobile Manufacturers of South Africa (NAAMSA), Volkswagen (VW) South Africa 

still maintains the best-seller position in the new passenger vehicle market (NAAMSA, 

2015). 
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Figure 2.13: New vehicle sales statistics for September and October (NAAMSA, 2015). 

 

It has been reported that VW South Africa has sold 8 246 units, with its highest monthly sales 

in 2012 and highest ever sales in August 2007. The record figure was bolstered by the Polo 

Vivo (3 714 units), which achieved its best-ever monthly sales since its launch in March 

2010. The Polo Vivo was also the best-selling model in the total new vehicle market in 

August. The Polo was the second best-selling model in the new passenger vehicle market 

with 2 355 units (NAAMSA, 2015). 

2.10. Previous research 

Vaja and Gambarotta (2010) studied three different thermodynamic WHR configurations. In 

the first case, they studied exhaust gases as the only thermal source; in the second case, they 

studied exhaust gases and coolant. The third case entailed a regenerated cycle that was 

incorporated on a stationary ICE. To conduct their theoretical analysis, three different organic 

working fluids (R11, benzene and R134a) were used in the three configurations to convert 

waste heat to useful work. In conclusion, their work has proven that the total efficiency of an 

ICE can be increased by 12%. 
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A mathematical model and experimental setup conducted by Talom and Beyene (2009) 

showed that exhaust gas heat recovered from a 2.8-litre V6 ICE was used instead of a burner 

to run a modified 10.55 kW, three-ton absorption chiller matched to it. They concluded that 

their system was thermodynamically feasible and could be applied to the air conditioning and 

refrigeration of transport vehicles. 

A steady state experiment on exhaust gas energy balance and exergy analysis conducted by  

He, Zhang, Zeng, Gao (2011), which has shown that waste heat recovery of ICEs can be 

improved by implementing a combined thermodynamic cycle consisting of two different 

cycles to recover waste heat from the exhaust gas and lubricant.   

Endo, Kawajiri, Kojima, Takahashi, Baba, Ibaraki, Takahashi and Shinohara (2007) studied a 

practical approach to exergy maximisation from two sources (exhaust gas and cooling loss) in 

automotive engines applied on a 2.0-litre Honda Stream engine. In their heat recovery 

management system, the exhaust port was replaced by an innovative evaporation device to 

recover a great amount of high-quality energy. A three-layer water jacket configuration was 

built around the combustion chamber to allow both cooling and heat recovery at the same 

time. In the end, their experimental results showed an increase of 3.8% in thermal efficiency 

from 28.9% to 32.7% (a 13.2% relative increase in the control vehicle) at a constant speed of 

100 km/h. 

An experimental analysis conducted by Wang, Zhang, Zhang, Shu and Peng (2013) on 

exhaust waste energy from a 1.3-litre CA4GA1 light-duty petrol engine connected to a multi-

coil helical heat exchanger, stated that the fuel conversion efficiency of the engine could be 

improved by up to 14%, but only in the range of 3% to 8% under the vehicle’s accustomed 

operating conditions. They also highlighted the importance of controlling the working fluid 

flow rate if the engine’s operating conditions varied in order to achieve the desired overheat 

and steam pressure, and better heat transfer efficiency. 

Domingues, Santos, and Costa (2013) evaluated two different methodologies (Rankine cycle 

thermodynamic and heat exchanger models) to recover the potential waste energy contained 

in the exhaust gas of a 2.8-litre VR6 SI vehicle engine. The mass flow rate and temperature 

of the exhaust gases’ measurements were recorded by means of a dynamometer chassis 
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coupled to the engine running at different steady-state working conditions. The results proved 

that a Rankine cycle as a potential WHR method to be used after the simulations on ideal and 

shell-and-tube heat exchangers has shown an increase in the thermal and mechanical 

efficiency of 1.4% to 3.52% and 10.16% to 15.95% for the first case, and 0.85% to 1.2% and 

2.64% to 6.96% for the second case. In these cases, water, R123 and R245fa were used as 

working fluids at 2MPa as the evaporating pressure. 

Ringler, Seifert, Guyotot and Hübner (2009) analysed different working fluids and selected 

the most suitable one. They then developed a simulation model to evaluate different WHR 

systems from ICEs using a Rankine cycle and they ran test bench experiments on a four-

cylinder ICE at various speeds. Water was chosen as the suitable heat recovery working fluid 

due to its high evaporation enthalpy. From their reviewed WHR method, Ringler et al. (2009) 

highlighted only two basic single-loop systems: exhaust gas only and exhaust gas plus 

coolant. They found that an additional output power of 0.7 kW to 2 kW represents 10% 

increases in engine performance. 

2.11. Conclusions 

Some 40% of the energy increase from 2010 to 2040 will mostly come from the transport 

sector, predominantly in the road transport sector, where the number of vehicles is expected 

to almost double from 800 million to more than 1.6 billion by 2040. Although the number of 

conventional ICE vehicles will decrease by 2040 due to the growth of more energy-efficient 

vehicles, hybrid and electric motor vehicles will still present some challenges because of their 

high cost and functional technology limitations, such as charging time and distance travelled 

in the case of electric vehicles. Therefore, improving diesel and petrol vehicles is still a focus 

of thermodynamics research. 

Despite the type of ICE used, studies have shown that only 25% of fuel energy input in a 

motor vehicle is converted into useful shaft work and the other 75% is wasted through 

different mechanisms. Some 40% of energy is lost through exhaust gas, 30% through cooling 

and 5% through friction, which makes the ICEs inefficient. Thus, technology to transform 

some part of waste heat energy into useful energy is implemented. From the two most 

promising thermal energy recovery methods (thermoelectricity and Rankine cycles), the 
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Rankine system that incorporates a turbine, heat exchanger, condenser and pump with an 

appropriate working fluid was chosen in this study. 

In previous studies of WHR from exhaust gases, the WHR system has been placed along the 

exhaust flow pipe where the temperature differs from the temperature behind the exhaust 

valves. This means that an important fraction of energy is lost to the environment from 

exhaust gases. In this study, the heat exchanger will be fitted on the exhaust manifold just 

behind the exhaust valves to recover a large amount of waste energy from exhaust gases, and 

water will be used as the working fluid due to its potential to recover heat at a high 

temperature. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.1. The operating cycles of internal combustion engines 

There are several different types of engine thermodynamic operating cycles depending on the 

type of engine. This study will focus more on the analysis of an air standard Otto cycle than 

on the CI and combined (CI dual) cycle. 

3.1.1 Basic engine cycles 

Generally, reciprocating ICEs (SI or CI) operate on either a four-stroke or a two-stroke cycle. 

These are quite large standard basic cycles of all engines, but differ slightly according to the 

engine’s design. 

 

Figure 3.1: Reciprocating IC engines’ basic cycle, adapted from Heywood (1988). 
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The alternative motion of the piston within the cylinder results in the rotary motion of the 

crankshaft, which produces mechanical work. During this process, the piston rests at the top- 

dead-centre (TDC) crankshaft position, where the volume corresponds to its minimum value 

(Vc), and the bottom-dead-centre (BDC) crankshaft position corresponds to the maximum 

volume (Vt). The piston’s swept-out volume (Vd) is the difference between the maximum or 

total volume and the minimum or clearance volume. 

A piston within a cylinder in a four-stroke ICE accomplishes the following four processes: 

1. First stroke: An intake stroke is characterised by the displacement of the piston from 

the TDC to the BDC, resulting in the inlet of the gas mixture into the cylinder with the 

exhaust valves closed and the intake valve opening shortly before the stroke starts to 

induct a large quantity of the mixture, then closing at the end of its cycle. 

2. Second stroke: In a compression stroke, the piston travels from the BDC to the TDC 

with both valves closed. This results in the compression of the trapped mixture to the 

minimum volume, which increases the pressure and temperature of the gas within the 

cylinder. At the end of compression stroke, combustion is initiated over a very short 

finite period, increasing the cylinder pressure more rapidly. 

3. Third stroke: A power stroke or expansion stroke is characterised by a sudden push 

down of the piston from its TDC to its BDC due to the high pressure and temperature 

produced during the combustion of the compressed mixture, which results in crankshaft 

work. When the piston reaches its BDC, the exhaust valve is opened to start the exhaust 

process, but the intake valve still closes. Therefore, the pressure and temperature within 

the cylinder drops near that of the exhaust pressure and temperature. 

4. Fourth stroke: An exhaust stroke forces the remaining burnt gases into the cylinder 

due to the displacement of the piston as it travels from the BDC to the TDC point. The 

remaining burnt gases are also forced into the cylinder because the pressure within the 

cylinder might be substantially higher than that of the exhaust valve. As the piston 

approaches the top centre, the inlet valve opens. Just after the top centre, the exhaust 

valve closes and the cycle starts again. 
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3.1.2 The air standard Otto cycle 

The processes undergone during a cycle in the cylinder of an ICE are very complex due to the 

fact that the intake of the air mixture and fuel is mixed into the remaining exhaust gas again 

from the previous cycle. It is then compressed and ignited to produce work. The composition 

of the mixture changes, which makes the analysis of a cycle more complex than before. 

Therefore, a real cycle will approximately be assimilated to an ideal air standard cycle that 

makes the engine cycle analysis much more controllable. The following assumptions indicate 

the difference between them (Pulkrabek, 2003): 

 The gas mixture in the cylinder is treated as air for the entire cycle and the property 

values of air are used in the analysis. This is a good approximation during the first half 

of the cycle when most of the gas in the cylinder is air with only up to about 7% fuel 

vapour. Even in the second half of the cycle, when the gas composition is mostly CO2, 

water (H20) and nitrogen (N2), using the air properties does not create large errors in the 

analysis. Air will be treated as an ideal gas with constant specific heats. 

 The real open cycle is changed into a closed cycle by assuming that the exhaust gases 

are fed back into the intake system. This works with ideal air standard cycles, as air is 

the intake and exhaust gas. Closing the cycle simplifies the analysis. 

 The combustion process is replaced with a heat addition term 𝑄𝑖𝑛 of equal energy 

value. Air alone cannot combust. 

 The open exhaust process, which carries a large amount of enthalpy out of the system, 

is replaced with a closed-system heat rejection process 𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡 of equal energy. 

 The actual engine processes are approximated with ideal processes: 

- The almost-constant pressure intake and exhaust strokes are assumed to be 

constant pressure. At wide-open throttle (WOT), the intake stroke is assumed to 

be at a pressure 𝑃 0 of 1 atmosphere. At partially closed throttle or when 

supercharged, the inlet pressure will be some constant value other than 

1 atmosphere. The exhaust stroke pressure is assumed to be constant at 

1 atmosphere. 
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- Compression and expansion strokes are approximated by isentropic processes. To 

be truly isentropic would require these strokes to be reversible and adiabatic. 

There is some friction between the piston and cylinder walls, but because the 

surfaces are highly polished and lubricated, this friction is kept to a minimum and 

the processes are close to frictionless and reversible. If this were not true, 

automotive vehicle engines would wear out long before the 241 400 to 321 860 

km they now last if they are properly maintained. There is also fluid friction 

because of the gas motion within the cylinders during these strokes. This too is 

minimal. Heat transfer for any one stroke will be negligible due to the very short 

time involved for that single process. Thus, an almost reversible and almost 

adiabatic process can quite accurately be approximated with an isentropic 

process. 

- The combustion process is idealised by a constant-volume process (SI cycle), a 

constant-pressure process (CI cycle) or a combination of both (CI dual cycle). 

- Exhaust blowdown is approximated by a constant-volume process. 

- All processes are considered reversible. 

Taking air as an ideal gas, the following equations can be applicable for an air standard cycle: 

𝑃𝑣 = 𝑅𝑇 (3.1) 

𝑃𝑉 = 𝑚𝑅𝑇 (3.2) 

𝑃 = 𝜌𝑅𝑇 (3.3) 

𝑑ℎ = 𝐶𝑝𝑑𝑇 (3.4) 

𝑑𝑢 = 𝐶𝑣𝑑𝑇 (3.5) 

𝑃𝑣𝑘 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 (isentropic process) (3.6) 

𝑇𝑣𝑘−1 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 (isentropic process) (3.7) 

𝑇𝑃𝑘−1 𝑘⁄ = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 (isentropic process) (3.8) 
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3.1.3 Thermodynamic analysis of the air standard Otto cycle 

From a thermodynamic point of view, the stated points of each process can be determined as 

follows: 

 

Figure 3.2: The pressure volume of an ideal standard Otto cycle, adapted from Heywood (1988). 

 Process 6 to 1 is an isobaric process with the intake of air at atmospheric pressure. The 

intake valve is open and the exhaust valve is closed. 

𝑃6 = 𝑃1 = 𝑃𝑜 (3.9) 

𝑤6−1 = ∫ 𝑃𝑑𝑣 = 𝑃0(𝑣1 − 𝑣6)
1

6

 
(3.10) 

 

 Process 1 to 2 is an isentropic and adiabatic process. The mixture is compressed at 𝑃 =

 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡, with 𝑃 2 >  𝑃1, and both valves are closed. 

𝑇2 = 𝑇1 (
𝑣1

𝑣2
)

𝑘−1

= 𝑇1 (
𝑉1

𝑉2
)

𝑘−1

= 𝑇1(𝑟𝑐)𝑘−1 
(3.11) 
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𝑃2 = 𝑃1 (
𝑣1

𝑣2
)

𝑘

= 𝑃1 (
𝑉1

𝑉2
)

𝑘

= 𝑃1(𝑟𝑐)𝑘 
(3.12) 

𝑞1−2 = 0 (3.13) 

𝑤1−2 = (
𝑃2𝑣2 − 𝑃1𝑣1

1 − 𝑘
) =

𝑅(𝑇2 − 𝑇1)

1 − 𝑘
= (𝑢1 − 𝑢1) = 𝑐𝑣(𝑇1 − 𝑇2) 

(3.14) 

 

 Process 2 to 3 is an isochoric heat input process (combustion of the mixture) with both 

valves closed. 

𝑣3 = 𝑣2 = 𝑣𝑇𝐷𝐶 (3.15) 

w2−3 = 0 (3.16) 

𝑄2−3 = 𝑄𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑓𝑄𝐻𝑉𝜂𝑐 = 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑣(𝑇3 − 𝑇2) = (𝑚𝑎 + 𝑚𝑓)𝑐𝑣(𝑇3 − 𝑇2) (3.17) 

𝑞2−3 = 𝑞𝑖𝑛 = 𝑐𝑣(𝑇3 − 𝑇2) = (𝑢3 − 𝑢2) (3.18) 

𝑇3 = 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 (3.19) 

𝑃3 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 (3.20) 

 

 Process 3 to 4 is an isentropic process or power expansion stroke (expansion of the 

burnt mixture) and all the valves are closed. 

𝑇4 = 𝑇3 (
𝑣3

𝑣4
)

𝑘−1

= 𝑇3 (
𝑉3

𝑉4
)

𝑘−1

= 𝑇3 (
1

𝑟𝑐
)

𝑘−1

 
(3.21) 

𝑃4 = 𝑃3 (
𝑣3

𝑣4
)

𝑘

= 𝑃3 (
𝑉3

𝑉4
)

𝑘

= 𝑃3 (
1

𝑟𝑐
)

𝑘

 
(3.22) 

𝑞3−4 = 0 (3.23) 

𝑤3−4 = (
𝑃4𝑣4 − 𝑃3𝑣3

1 − 𝑘
) =

𝑅(𝑇4 − 𝑇3)

1 − 𝑘
= (𝑢4 − 𝑢3) = 𝑐𝑣(𝑇4 − 𝑇3) 

(3.24) 

 

 Process 4 to 5 is an isochoric process with heat rejection (exhaust blowdown) and the 

exhaust valve open and the intake valve closed. 

𝑣5 = 𝑣4 = 𝑣1 = 𝑣𝐵𝐷𝐶  (3.25) 

𝑤4−5 = 0 (3.26) 

𝑄4−5 = 𝑄𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑣(𝑇5 − 𝑇4) = 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑣(𝑇1 − 𝑇4) (3.27) 

𝑞4−5 = 𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑐𝑣(𝑇5 − 𝑇4) = (𝑢5 − 𝑢4) = 𝑐𝑣(𝑇1 − 𝑇4) (3.28) 
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 Process 5 to 6 is an isobaric process at 𝑃0 with the exhaust valve open and the intake 

valve closed. 

𝑃6 = 𝑃5 = 𝑃𝑜 (3.29) 

𝑤5−6 = ∫ 𝑃𝑑𝑣 = 𝑃0(𝑣6 − 𝑣5) = 𝑃0(𝑣6 − 𝑣1)
6

5

 
(3.30) 

 

The thermal efficiency is given by the following equation: 

𝜂𝑂𝑇𝑇𝑂 =
|𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑡|

|𝑞𝑖𝑛|
= 1 −

|𝑞𝑜𝑢𝑡|

|𝑞𝑖𝑛|
= 1 −

𝑐𝑣(𝑇4 − 𝑇1)

𝑐𝑣(𝑇3 − 𝑇2)
 

(3.31) 

 

After substitution and rearranging, the Otto cycle’s efficiency expressed in terms of the 

compression ratio, 𝑣1 𝑣2 = 𝑟𝑐⁄  is given by the following equation: 

 𝜂𝑂𝑇𝑇𝑂 = 1 − (
1

𝑟𝑐
)

𝑘−1
 

(3.32) 

 

3.2. Exhaust flow process analysis 

After the production of crankshaft work towards the high pressure of the gases produced 

during combustion, the vacuum of the burnt gases occurs in two steps: the exhaust blowdown 

and the exhaust stroke. The exiting flow throughout the exhaust pipe is a non-steady-state, 

pulsing flow, which is usually assumed to be a pseudo steady-state flow. A brief analysis of 

the two steps of the exhaust flow is provided below. 

3.2.1 The blowdown step 

This operation occurs when the exhaust valve begins to open as the power stroke ends, which 

is around 60° to 40° before the BDC. At this moment, the pressure within the cylinder is 

around 4 to 5 atmospheres (or 405.3 kPa to 506.625 kPa), while the temperature is upwards 

of 1 000 K or 726.85 °C, while the pressure in the exhaust system is around 1 atmosphere or 

101.325 kPa (Pulkrabek, 2003). 
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The usual equation used to determine the temperature in the exhaust system is the ideal gas 

isentropic expansion equation that relates the temperature to the pressure. 

𝑇𝑒𝑥 = 𝑇𝐸𝑉𝑂 (
𝑃𝑒𝑥

𝑃𝐸𝑉𝑂
)

𝑘−1

𝑘
, 

(3.33) 

 

where 𝑇𝑒𝑥 and 𝑃ex are respectively the exhaust temperature and pressure, and 𝑇EVO and 𝑃EVO 

are the temperature and pressure in the cylinder at the valve openings. 

3.2.2 The exhaust stroke step and gas temperature 

During this process, the piston travels from the BDC to the TDC and the exhaust process of 

the burnt gases continues as the pressure inside the cylinder is still slightly higher than the 

pressure of 1 atmosphere in the exhaust system. This process can best be assumed to be an 

isobaric process with the properties of the gas remaining constant at the conditions of point 5 

in Figure 3.2, which is not really an ideal Otto cycle. 

During the exhaust process, the mass flow rate and the temperature of the burnt mixture vary 

considerably due to different factors like the variation of the volume during the blowdown 

process, a restriction of the exhaust gas flow throughout the exhaust valve and the lift of the 

exhaust gas, which varies with time. The temperature of the exhaust gas decreases during the 

whole exhaust process because of the heat gas that is lost during this operation. 

The exhaust gas temperature in an SI engine has been estimated to vary from 300 °C to 

400 °C during idling and to about 900 °C at high-power operation. The most common range 

is 400 °C to 600 °C (Heywood, 1988). 

According to Van Basshuysen (2004), the exhaust gas temperatures were found to be 850 °C 

in petrol engines and 650 °C in diesel engines. In the same year, Pulkrabek (2004) noted that 

the temperature of the exhaust gases in typical SI engines ranges from 400 °C to 600 °C, 

decreasing to about 300 °C to 400 °C in idling conditions and increasing again to 900 °C at 

maximum power load. Temperatures range from 200 °C to 500 °C in typical CI engines. 
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3.3. Type of engine chosen 

For the purpose of this research, the chosen thermal source of waste heat energy is the engine 

of a VW Citi Golf 1.3i model. An overview of the technical specifications of all VW Citi 

Golf vehicles used in South Africa is given in Table 3.1. Refer to the Appendix for more 

information. 

3.3.1 Volkswagen Citi Golf 1.3i (2000 model) 

This vehicle is a five-seat hatchback with an engine of four in-line arranged cylinders, a 

carburettor and a single overhead camshaft (SOHC), all placed in the front of the vehicle. The 

mechanical and other specifications are mentioned in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Volkswagen Citi Golf 1.3i specifications 

Make Volkswagen 

Model Citi Golf 1.3i 

Year 2000 

Car category Small or economy cars 

Car engine 1.3 litres, 1 272 cubic centimetres (cc), four cylinders 

Car valves per cylinder Two 

Car maximum power 65.00 PS (48 kW or 64 HP) at 5 600 revolutions per minute 

Car maximum torque 100 Nm (10 kgf-m or 73 ft.lbs) at 3 000 revolutions per minute 

Car brake mean effective 

pressure (BMEP) 

143.26 psi (987.74 kPa or 9.88 bar)  

Car compression ratio 9.00:1 

Car bore stroke 75 mm x 72 mm (2.9528 x 2.8346 inches) 

Car top speed 152 km/h (94.45 mph) 

Car fuel Petrol 

Car transmission Manual, five-speed 

Car power per weight 0.0980 PS/kg 

0 to 100 km/h 0 to 62 mph 13.72 seconds 

Car drive Front wheel drive (FWD) 

Car seats Five 

Car doors Five 

Car weight 794 kg (1750.47 pounds) 

Car total length 3815.00 mm (150.2362 inches) 

Car total width 1610.00 mm (63.4252 inches) 

Car total height 1410.00 mm (55.4724 inches) 

Car wheelbase 2399.00 mm (94.4488 inches) 

Car front brakes type Disks 

Car rear brakes type Drums 

Car cargo space 260 litres (68.66 gallons) 

Car fuel tank capacity 50.00 litres (13.21 gallons) 
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Figure 3.3: Engine of a VW Citi Golf 1.3i. 

 

Figure 3.3 above shows a VW Citi Golf 1.3i with the exhaust manifold just under the intake 

manifold. There is enough space around the engine where the EWHR can be fitted. More 

details will be given below. 

3.4. Formulation of energy contained in fuel 

In order to determine the amount of thermal energy that is wasted through the exhaust pipe by 

the fuel type, the amount of chemical potential energy carried in each fuel should first be 

determined. In the study of Pulkrabek (2003), the chemical potential energy that is available 

in a fuel is expressed as the product of the fuel mass admitted (mf) (kg) (with one barrel = 

117 kg for petrol and 134.1 kg for diesel) (Hofstrand, 2008)) and the net fuel calorific value 

(Hu) (kJ/kg), which is 43 448 kJ/kg for petrol and 42 791 kJ/kg for diesel (GREET, 2011). 

This is expressed as follows: 

𝐸𝑓 = 𝑚𝑓 × 𝐻𝑢 (3.34) 

Hence, from Equation 3.34, with 𝑛 in Equation 3.36 and 0.4 in Equation 3.37 representing 

the number of days per year and 40% of the total admitted energy wasted in an ICE through 

the exhaust gas, the total available fuel energy consumed per day and per year and the total 

exhaust waste energy per year can be derived by the following equations: 
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𝐸𝑓/𝑑 = 𝑚𝑓/𝑑 × 𝐻𝑢 (3.35) 

𝐸𝑓/𝑦 = 𝑛 × 𝐸𝑓/𝑑 (3.36) 

𝐸𝑓/𝑤 = 0.4 × 𝐸𝑓/𝑦 (3.37) 

  

3.5. The thermodynamic properties of the exhaust gas composition 

To evaluate the amount of energy available in the exhaust mixture, it is important to know the 

stoichiometric composition of the exhaust gas mixture, and to determine the specific 

characteristics of each component contained in it, as well as the total exhaust mass flow rate 

of the mixture after the engine valves. According to the Volkswagen Group (2000), the 

exhaust gas of petrol engines is composed of approximately 71% N2, 14% CO2, 13%  H2O 

and 1% to 2% HC, NOx and CO. 

For the simplicity of calculations, the following assumptions have been considered: 

 The percentage of HC, NOx and CO would be neglected 

 The exhaust gas would behave like an ideal gas mixture 

 The exhaust gas pressure would vary between 300 kPa and 400 kPa 

 The exhaust gas temperature would range from 400 °C to 600 °C 

According to the Gibbs-Dalton law, the following assumptions can be made: 

A gas mixture can be considered as the ideal gas, thus it should obey the equation of the state 

of ideal gas, which is the following: 

𝑝𝑉 = 𝑚𝑅𝑇 (3.38) 

 

with: 

P = pressure (N/m2) 

V = volume (m3) 

m = mass (kg) 

R = specific gas constant (kJ/kgK) 

T = absolute or thermodynamic temperature (k) 
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The total gas mixture pressure is equal to the sum of the partial pressures exerted by each 

element individually as each of them occupies the total volume of the mixture at the same 

temperature. 

The internal energy, enthalpy and entropy of the mixture are equal to the sums of the internal 

energy, enthalpy and entropy of the various components respectively, as each occupies the 

whole volume at the mixture temperature. 

3.5.1 Molar fraction 

𝑥𝑖 =
𝑛𝑖

𝑛
, (3.39) 

where 𝑛𝑖 is the mole number of each ideal gas contained in the mixture, and 𝑛 the total mole 

number of the mixture. Thus, the molar fractions of each component are as follows: 

𝑥𝑁2
=

𝑛𝑁2

𝑛
 

(3.40) 

𝑥𝐶𝑂2
=

𝑛𝐶𝑂2

𝑛
 

(3.41) 

𝑥𝐻2𝑂 =
𝑛𝐻2𝑂

𝑛
 

(3.42) 

 

Table 3.2: Values of molar fractions 

Molar fraction N2 H2O CO2 

𝒙𝒊 0.71 0.13 0.14 

 

3.5.2 Constant pressure-specific heat of the exhaust mixture 

The constant pressure-specific heat of a mixture, 𝐶𝑝,𝑚𝑖𝑥, is a function of temperature and is 

defined as the sum of the individual ideal gas constant pressure-specific heat, 𝐶𝑝,𝑚, multiplied 

by the molar fraction, xi, of each ideal gas contained in the mixture. Therefore, the following 

expression can be used to determine the constant pressure-specific heat: 

𝐶𝑝0 = 𝐶0 + 𝐶1𝜃 + 𝐶2𝜃2 + 𝐶3𝜃3 (3.43) 

with: 𝜃 =
𝑇𝑒𝑥ℎ

1 000
, 
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where the constants 𝐶0, 𝐶1,𝐶2 and 𝐶3 can respectively be read in Table 3.3 (Borgnakke and 

Sonntag, 2013). 

Table 3.3: Constant pressure-specific heat of various ideal gases, values of constants C0, C1, C2 

and C3 

Gas  Formula 𝑪𝟎 𝑪𝟏 𝑪𝟐 𝑪𝟑 

Nitrogen N2 1.11 -0.48 0.96 -0.42 

Steam H2O 1.79 0.107 0.586 -0.20 

Carbon dioxide CO2 0.45 1.67 -1.27 0.39 

 

 𝐶𝑝 of N2 

𝐶𝑝𝑁2
= 𝐶0𝑁2

+ 𝐶1𝑁2
𝜃 + 𝐶2𝑁2

𝜃2 + 𝐶3𝑁2
𝜃3  (3.44) 

 

 𝐶𝑝 of CO2  

𝐶𝑝𝐶𝑂2
= 𝐶0𝐶𝑂2

+ 𝐶1𝐶𝑂2
𝜃 + 𝐶2𝐶𝑂2

𝜃2 + 𝐶3𝐶𝑂2
𝜃3 (3.44) 

 

 𝐶𝑝 of H2O 

𝐶𝑝𝐻2𝑂 = 𝐶0𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐶1𝐻2𝑂𝜃 + 𝐶2𝐻2𝑂𝜃2 + 𝐶3𝐻2𝑂𝜃3 (3.45) 

 

 𝐶𝑝 of the exhaust gas mixture 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚𝑖𝑥 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖(𝐶𝑝,𝑚)
𝑖
 

(3.46) 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑥𝑁2
× 𝐶𝑝𝑁2

+ 𝑥𝐶𝑂2
× 𝐶𝑝𝐶𝑂2

+ 𝑥𝐻2𝑂 × 𝐶𝑝𝐻2𝑂 (3.47) 

  

3.5.3 Partial pressure of the mixture gas component 

The partial pressure of each exhaust gas component can be defined as the multiplication of 

each component’s mole fraction 𝑥𝑖 and the total pressure of the mixture gas 𝑃𝑒𝑥ℎ. 

𝑃𝑁2
= 𝑥𝑁2

× 𝑃𝑒𝑥ℎ (3.48) 

𝑃𝐶𝑂2
= 𝑥𝐶𝑂2

× 𝑃𝑒𝑥ℎ (3.49) 

𝑃𝐻2𝑂 = 𝑥𝐻2𝑂 × 𝑃𝑒𝑥ℎ (3.50) 
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Therefore, the general form of the partial pressure is as follows: 

𝑃𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖 × 𝑃𝑒𝑥ℎ (3.51) 

  

3.5.4 Density of the exhaust mixture 

The relationship between the density ρ and the ideal gas equation is given by the following: 

𝑝 = 𝜌𝑅𝑇, (3.52) 

where the density is proportional to the mass (m) and inversely proportional to the volume 

(V): 

𝜌 =
𝑚

𝑉
 

(3.53) 

 

From the law of ideal gas, the following expression can be written: 

𝑝𝑉 = 𝑚𝑅𝑇 =
𝑚

𝑚𝑤
𝑚𝑤𝑅𝑇 

(3.54) 

 

Therefore, the following equations apply to the separate gas mixture components: 

𝑝𝑉𝑁2
= 𝑚𝑁2

𝑅𝑁2
𝑇 (3.55) 

𝑝𝑉𝐶𝑂2
= 𝑚𝐶𝑂2

𝑅𝐶𝑂2
𝑇 (3.56) 

𝑝𝑉𝐻2𝑂 = 𝑚𝐻2𝑂𝑅𝐻2𝑂𝑇 (3.57) 

with: 

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑚𝑁2
+ 𝑚𝐶𝑂2

+ 𝑚𝐻2𝑂 + ⋯ = ∑ 𝑚𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(3.58) 

𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑉𝑁2
+ 𝑉𝐶𝑂2

+ 𝑉𝐻2𝑂 + ⋯ = ∑ 𝑉𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 
(3.59) 

 

Thus, the density of the gas mixture is determined with the following equation: 

𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑥 =
𝜌1𝑉1 + 𝜌2𝑉2 + 𝜌3𝑉3 + ⋯ + 𝜌𝑛𝑉𝑛

𝑉1 + 𝑉2 + 𝑉3 + ⋯ 𝑉𝑛
 

(3.60) 
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where 𝑥𝑖 =
𝑉𝑖

∑ 𝑉𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

, the mixture density, is given by the following equation: 

𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑥1𝜌1 + 𝑥2𝜌2 + 𝑥3𝜌3 + ⋯ + 𝑥𝑛𝜌𝑛 (3.61) 

  

3.5.5 Volumetric and mass flow rate of the gas mixture 

Knowing the total volume, 𝑉𝑇𝑜𝑡 , and the flywheel rotation speed, 𝑅𝑝𝑚, at maximum power, 

which are given in Table 3.1, and the gas mixture density, the volumetric and mass flow rates 

can be calculated as follows: 

�̇�𝑚𝑖𝑥 =
𝑉𝑇𝑜𝑡×𝑅𝑝𝑚

60
, (3.62) 

where �̇�𝑚𝑖𝑥 is the volume flow rate in m3/s. 

Hence, 

�̇�𝑚𝑖𝑥 = �̇�𝑚𝑖𝑥 × 𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑥, (3.63) 

with ṁmix being the mass flow rate in kg/s. 

With all these variables known, one can determine the volume and mass flow rate of the 

exhaust gas per cylinder. 

3.6. Thermal energy characteristics in exhaust gases 

3.6.1 Determination of the exhaust mixture’s available energy 

The amount of energy contained in the exhaust gas mixture behind the engine valves that can 

be reutilised as a source of energy intake in the bottom Rankine cycle to enhance the thermal 

efficiency can now be determined. 

Since the constant pressure-specific heat, exhaust mass flow rate and average temperature of 

the exhaust gas mixture, 𝑇𝑒𝑥ℎ = 500 °𝐶, are known, and the ambient temperature is assumed 

to be 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 25°𝐶, the available heat in the exhaust gas can be calculated as follows: 

�̇�𝑎𝑣 = �̇�𝑚𝑖𝑥 × 𝐶𝑝,𝑚𝑖𝑥(𝑇𝑒𝑥ℎ − 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏), (3.64) 

 

where �̇�𝑎𝑣 is in kW, and 𝑇𝑒𝑥ℎ and 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 in K. 
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3.6.2 Calculation of the exhaust gas properties 

The unknown thermodynamic properties of the exhaust mixture have been calculated using 

the known properties given in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: Known inputs 

Engine total volume (m3)  0.0013 

Flywheel speed rotation (rpm) From 3 300 to 5 600 

Exhaust gas pressure (kPa) From 300 to 400 

Exhaust gas temperature (°C) From 400 to 600 

All equations in Section 3.6 were solved through a code written in Engineering Equation 

Solver (EES) V9.486-3D. 

3.7. Rankine thermal recovery system 

3.7.1 Exhaust waste heat recovery model based on a Rankine cycle model 

To recover heat from the hot exhaust gas and transform it into useful energy, a smart 

thermodynamic cycle incorporates a helical coil heat exchanger, turbine, condenser and 

pump. Water was used as the working fluid in this study. 

Figure 3.4 shows a schematic design setup of this study’s thermodynamic cycle, which is 

normally a Rankine cycle (heat engine with a vapour power cycle). 
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Figure 3.4: The WHR cycle. 

 

Taking each device separately as a control volume and water as the working fluid, the 

following thermodynamic analysis of the cycle’s four processes has been conducted: 

 State 1 to 2: The pump has a control volume and the compression process is isentropic, 

while the external work (power) is applied to the pump. 

 State 2 to 3: The heat exchanger has a control volume and an isobaric heat supply 

process. Heat from the hot exhaust gas is transferred to the cool working fluid to 

convert it into superheated steam. 

 State 3 to 4: The steam turbine has a control volume and isentropic process (constant 

entropy of working fluid). Work is done through the working fluid’s expansion in the 

turbine. 

 State 4 to 1: The condenser has a control volume and isobaric process. Heat is rejected 

at a constant pressure. 
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1) Pump 

The following assumptions are made: 

 Steady-state condition 

 Isentropic compression (s1 = s2) 

 Adiabatic compression (q1_2 = 0) 

 Neglecting the potential and kinetic energy 

 

Figure 3.5: An alimenting pump. 

 

Thus, from the continuity and energy balance equations, the following is found: 

Continuity: 

∑ �̇�𝑖 = ∑ �̇�𝑒 
(3.65) 

 

Energy equation: 

�̇�𝐶𝑉 + �̇�𝑖 (ℎ𝑖 +
𝑉𝑖

2

2
+ 𝑔𝑍𝑖) = �̇�𝑒 (ℎ𝑒 +

𝑉𝑒
2

2
+ 𝑔𝑍𝑒) + �̇�𝐶𝑉, 

(3.66) 

 

where 𝑖 and 𝑒 indicate the inlet and outlet flow and (𝑐. 𝑣) the control volume indices. 
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The continuity and energy equations can now be applied to the pump as a control volume.  

The following assumptions can also be considered: 

�̇�1 = �̇�2 = �̇�𝑓, (3.67) 

 

with f indicating the cold working fluid (water) 

�̇�1_2 = �̇�𝑓(ℎ2 − ℎ1), (3.68) 

where �̇�1_2 or �̇�𝑝 is the pump power in kW. 

Then, when both sides of the equations are divided by �̇�𝑓, the following is found: 

𝑤1_2 = (ℎ2 − ℎ1), (3.69) 

 

with 𝑤1_2 or 𝑤𝑝 being the pump work in (KJ/kg) 

2) Heat exchanger 

The following assumptions are made: 

 Steady-state condition 

 Isobaric heat transfer (𝑃2 = 𝑃3) 

 No shaft work (𝑤2_3 = 0) 

 Neglecting the potential and kinetic energy 

 

Figure 3.6: The heat exchanger. 
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Firstly, the amount of heat available in the exhaust gas that will be transferred to the working 

fluid of the smart thermocycle should be determined. 

From the continuity and balance energy equations, the energy available in the exhaust gas is 

given by the following: 

�̇�1′_2′ = �̇�𝑔𝑐𝑝𝑔 (𝑇2′ − 𝑇1′) (3.70) 

 

Assuming that the all the heat from the exhaust gas has been transferred to the working fluid, 

it means the following: 

�̇�1′_2′ = �̇�2_3 =  �̇�𝑓(ℎ3 − ℎ2), (3.71) 

 

with �̇�2 = �̇�3 = �̇�𝑓 

Dividing this by the mass flow rate of the working fluid: 

𝑞2_3 = (ℎ3 − ℎ2) (3.72) 

3) Turbine 

The following assumptions are made: 

 Steady-state condition 

 Isentropic expansion (𝑠2 = 𝑠3) 

 No rejection of heat from the turbine (𝑞2_3 = 0) 

 Neglecting the potential and kinetic energy 
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Figure 3.7: The turbine. 

 

Applying the above assumptions, the conservation of mass and energy equations give the 

following: 

with �̇�3 = �̇�4 = �̇�𝑓, 

�̇�3_4 = �̇�𝑓(ℎ3 − ℎ4) (3.73) 

  

Thus, the work done by the turbine is the power over the working fluid mass flow rate: 

𝑤3_4 = (ℎ3 − ℎ4) (3.74) 

4) Condenser 

The following assumptions are made: 

 Steady-state condition 

 Isobaric heat transfer in the condenser (P2 = P3) 
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 No shaft work (w4_1 = 0) 

 Neglecting the potential and kinetic energy 

 

Figure 3.8: The condenser. 

 

When the first law of thermodynamics for a steady-state flow is applied, the following is 

found: 

�̇�4_3 =  �̇�𝑓(ℎ4 − ℎ1) (3.75) 

 

with �̇�4 = �̇�1 = �̇�𝑓 

Divided by the mass flow rate of the working fluid: 

𝑞4_1 = (ℎ4 − ℎ1) (3.76) 

5) Thermal efficiency 

The thermal efficiency of the cycle is given by the following equations: 

𝜂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 =
�̇�𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 − �̇�𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝

�̇�𝑖𝑛

 
(3.77) 

𝜂𝑡ℎ =
�̇�3_1 − �̇�1_2

�̇�2_3

 
(3.78) 

 

where 𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑤𝑇 − 𝑤𝑝 

From the above equations, the characteristic thermodynamic points were determined using 

the EES V9.486-3D. The Rankine cycle was also plotted. 
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3.7.2 The different configurations of WHR based on a Rankine cycle 

The mechanical or electrical power can be produced by using a Rankine cycle when there is a 

heat source available, �̇�𝑎𝑣 (waste heat from exhaust gases). For the same exhaust gas 

specification applied on different WHR configurations, as shown in Table 3.5. Different 

thermal efficiencies have also been recorded. 

Table 3.5: Exhaust gas specifications 

𝑻𝒈,𝒊𝒏 𝑻𝒈,𝒐𝒖𝒕 𝑷𝒆𝒙𝒉 𝑪𝒑,𝒎𝒊𝒙  𝝆𝒎𝒊𝒙 �̇�𝑻𝒐𝒕,𝒎𝒊𝒙 �̇�𝒂𝒗  

773.2 313.2 400 1.258 0.9513 0.1154 66.78 

       

 

Configuration I 

In terms of Figure 3.5 and the exhaust gas and working fluid specifications given in Tables 

3.5 and 3.6, the thermal efficiency was found to be 38.68%. 

Table 3.6: Working fluid specifications in ideal conditions (case I) 

𝑻𝒘,𝒊𝒏  𝑻𝒈,𝒐𝒖𝒕  𝑷𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝑷𝑪𝑶𝑵𝑫 �̇�𝒘 �̇�𝒂𝒗 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

319.2 723.2 8 000 10 0.02065 63.44 38.68 

       

 

It is evident that this high thermal efficiency can only be achieved theoretically because the 

turbine outlet is a two-phase mixture, which means that there is moisture in the steam that 

leaves the turbine. This can cause the erosion of turbine blades in the turbine’s low-pressure 

stages if it exceeds 10% of the steam and leads to a decrease in turbine efficiency. 
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Figure 3.9: A temperature entropy (T-s) diagram of an ordinary Rankine cycle. 

 

Configuration II 

Considering the previous configuration, but taking the turbine outlet as a saturated vapour of 

water (𝑥 = 1), with the same exhaust gas specifications as stated in Table 3.5, the achieved 

thermal efficiency was 19.46%. 

Table 3.7: Working fluid specifications in practical conditions (case II) 

𝑻𝒘,𝒊𝒏  𝑻𝒈,𝒐𝒖𝒕  𝑷𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝑷𝑪𝑶𝑵𝑫 �̇�𝒘 �̇�𝒂𝒗 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

457.9 723.2 8 000 1 092 0.02554 63.44 19.46 

       

 

In this case, the turbine lifetime is lengthened, but the steam leaving the turbine still has a 

high temperature and pressure. This means that heat is lost and the turbine performs less 

work. Less thermal efficiency is therefore achieved. 
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Figure 3.10: T-s diagram of an ideal ordinary Rankine cycle. 

 

Configuration III 

In this configuration, the working fluid is expanded at some intermediate pressure within a 

high-pressure turbine. It is then reheated in the boiler, which is then expanded through a low-

pressure turbine to the exhaust pressure (see Figure 3.11). The advantage of the reheat 

configuration is to enhance the efficiency at a higher pressure by avoiding excessive moisture 

at the outlet of the low-pressure turbine, as shown in the T-s diagram (see Figure 3.12). With 

this exhaust gas specification, which is the same as in previous cases, the thermal efficiency 

was found to be 39.65% due to an increase in work and heat transferred in the boiler. 
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Figure 3.11: The reheating cycle. 

 

Table 3.8: The working fluid specifications in ideal conditions (case III) 

𝑻𝒘,𝒊𝒏  𝑻𝒈,𝒐𝒖𝒕  𝑷𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝑷𝑰𝑵𝑻 𝑷𝑪𝑶𝑵𝑫 �̇�𝒘 �̇�𝒂𝒗 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

319.2 723.2 8 000 1 092 10 0.01733 63.44 39.65 
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Figure 3.12: The T-s diagram of a reheating cycle. 

 

Configuration IV 

In this case, the steam temperature and exhaust pressure are both kept constant and the high- 

and the low-pressure turbine outlets operate as saturated water vapour. 

Table 3.9: Working fluid specifications in practical conditions (case IV) 

𝑻𝒘,𝒊𝒏 𝑻𝒈,𝒐𝒖𝒕 𝑷𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝑷𝑰𝑵𝑻 𝑷𝑪𝑶𝑵𝑫 �̇�𝒘 �̇�𝒂𝒗 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

356.2 723.2 8 000 1 092 52.53 0.01733 63.44 33.37 

        

 

In the case of avoiding moisture in the low stages of the turbine, the working fluid in the low- 

pressure turbine exits in a saturated state (x = 1). This has the advantage of increasing the 

lifetime of the turbine by eliminating moisture in the low-pressure stage of the turbine. On the 

other hand, there is a decrease in thermal efficiency. 
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Figure 3.13: T-s diagram of an ideal reheating cycle. 

 

Configuration V 

The approach behind this configuration is to increase the steam power cycle’s thermal 

efficiency by extracting a portion of steam from the turbine (at Stage 6) and to use it to 

preheat the compressed liquid from the compressor (at Stage 2) before it enters the boiler. 

This operation is accomplished by directly mixing the steam extracted from the turbine and 

compressed liquid from the condenser in the open feedwater heater (OFH). 
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Figure 3.14: A regenerative cycle with an OFH. 

 

Table 3.10: Working fluid specifications 

𝑻𝒘,𝒊𝒏  𝑻𝒈,𝒐𝒖𝒕  𝑷𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝑷𝑰𝑵𝑻 𝑷𝑪𝑶𝑵𝑫 �̇�𝒘 �̇�𝒂𝒗 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

444.5 723.2 8 000 800 10 0.02495 63.44 41.4 

        

 

It is noticed that the thermal efficiency of the power cycle that incorporates an OFH is 

slightly higher than that of a reheat cycle. The OFH has the advantage of being less expensive 

and having a better heat transfer rate compared to that of the closed feedwater heater (CFH). 

The only advantage is that it requires an auxiliary pump to handle the pressure between the 

feedwater and the boiler. 
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Figure 3.15: T-s Diagram of a regenerative cycle with OFH. 

 

3.8. Conclusions 

Among the different types of thermodynamic operating cycles, such as air standard Otto, CI 

and the combined CI dual cycle, only the exhaust flow process of an air standard Otto or SI 

cycle was analysed. For simplicity of analysis, the exhaust gas flow process was assumed to 

be a pseudo steady-state flow, even though it is a non-steady-state pulsing flow. 

 

It was stated that the exhaust gas temperatures commonly range from 400 °C to 600 °C in SI 

engines, and from 200 °C to 500 °C in typical CI engines. In this study, which was conducted 

on a VW Citi Golf 1.3i, an average temperature of 500 °C and a pressure between 300 kPa 

and 400 kPa for the exhaust gas mixture were considered to establish the set of equations to 

determine the exhaust mass flow rate (ṁmix) by applying the Gibbs-Dalton law. The exhaust 

gas mixture consisted of 71% N2, 14% CO2, 13% H2O and 1% to 2% HC, NOx and CO. The 

laws of thermodynamics were solved to compute the thermal energy available (�̇�𝑎𝑣) in the 

exhaust mixture by means of a code written in EES V9.486-3D. For the same exhaust gas 

characteristics and working fluid, different thermal efficiencies were found using different 

waste recovery configurations.  
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Chapter 4: Results and discussions 

The results of the analysis are shown in this chapter. The thermal efficiency of different 

working fluids for a system operating under the same condition (x = 0.9 and x = 1) is 

discussed. Fuel demand and consumption, as well as the environmental impact of an EWHR 

system, are analysed. 

4.1. Thermodynamic performance of working fluids 

The thermal efficiency of five different working fluids (water, R-718, Steam_NBS, steam and 

Steam_IAPWS) under the same conditions have been determined by the means of a Rankine 

cycle. 

If the temperature of the exhaust gas just behind the valves is 500 °C (773.2K), as the 

temperature of the exhaust gas must always be higher than the working fluid, a minimum 

difference in temperature at the pinch point of 20 °C (293.2K) is necessary for heat transfer to 

occur. 

Tg,out = Tc,in + ∆TPP (4.1) 

 

Therefore, Tc,in = 480°𝐶 (573.2𝐾) 

with 

𝑇𝑔,𝑜𝑢𝑡: Exhaust gas temperature behind the valves 

𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑛: Inlet working fluid temperature 

∆𝑇𝑃𝑃: Minimum temperature difference at pinch point 
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4.2. Design configuration 

 

Figure 4.1: The energy recovery configuration. 

 

For this energy recovery configuration, ten different working fluids have been used under the 

same conditions. Their thermal efficiency was compared. Table 4.1 shows the thermal 

properties of the exhaust gas, especially the amount of energy it carries, which is the major 

data in the determination of the Rankine cycle’s thermal efficiency for all five selected 

working fluids. 

Table 4.1: Exhaust gas specifications 

𝑻𝒈,𝒊𝒏 𝑻𝒈,𝒐𝒖𝒕 𝑷𝒆𝒙𝒉 𝑪𝒑,𝒎𝒊𝒙  𝝆𝒎𝒊𝒙 �̇�𝑻𝒐𝒕,𝒎𝒊𝒙 �̇�𝒂𝒗  

500 40 400 1.258 0.9513 0.1154 66.78 
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The cycle’s highest and lowest temperature is fixed at 480 °C (outlet temperature of the 

working fluid at the heat exchanger) and 60 °C (temperature of working fluid at the 

condenser). The thermodynamic properties that characterise each point of the cycle for all 

five working fluids were determined as follows: 

4.2.1 Configuration I: water as the working fluid 

Table 4.2: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 60 19.93 251.2 0.8312 0.0 0.001017 0.02008 

2 60.12 2 851 254 0.8312 - 0.001016 0.02008 

3 480 2 851 3 413 7.2000 - 0.118900 0.02008 

4 60 19.93 2 373 7.2000 0.9 6.907000 0.02008 

 

Table 4.3: Thermal efficiency of the cycle 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

2.879 1 040 1 038 3 159 2 122 32.84 

      

 

 

Figure 4.2: T-s diagram for water, x = 0.9. 
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4.2.2 Configuration II: R-718 as the working fluid 

Table 4.4: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 60 19.93 251.2 0.8312 0.0 0.001017 0.02008 

2 60.12 2 851 254 0.8312 - 0.001016 0.02008 

3 480 2 851 3 413 7.2000 - 0.118900 0.02008 

4 60 19.93 2 373 7.2000 0.9 6.907000 0.02008 

 

Table 4.5: Thermal efficiency of the cycle 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

2.879 1 040 1 038 3 159 2 122 32.84 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: T-s diagram for R718, x = 0.9. 

4.2.3 Configuration III: SteamNBS as the working fluid 

Table 4.6: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 60 19.93 251.2 0.8312 0.0 0.001017 0.02008 

2 60.12 2 851 254 0.8312 - 0.001016 0.02008 

3 480 2 851 3 413 7.2000 - 0.118900 0.02008 

4 60 19.93 2 373 7.2000 0.9 6.907000 0.02008 
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Table 4.7: Thermal efficiency of the cycle 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

2.879 1 040 1 038 3 159 2 122 32.84 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: T-s diagram for steam NBS, x = 0.9. 

 

4.2.4 Configuration IV: steam as the working fluid 

Table 4.8: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 60 19.93 251.2 0.8312 0.0 0.001017 0.02008 

2 60.12 2 851 254 0.8312 - 0.001016 0.02008 

3 480 2 851 3 413 7.2000 - 0.118900 0.02008 

4 60 19.93 2 373 7.2000 0.9 6.907000 0.02008 

 

Table 4.9: Thermal efficiency of the cycle 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

2.879 1 040 1 038 3 159 2 122 32.84 
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Figure 4.5: T-s diagram for steam, x = 0.9. 

 

4.2.5 Configuration V: Steam_IAPWS as the working fluid 

Table 4.10: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 60 19.93 251.2 0.8312 0.0 0.001017 0.02008 

2 60.12 2 851 254 0.8312 - 0.001016 0.02008 

3 480 2 851 3 413 7.2000 - 0.118900 0.02008 

4 60 19.93 2 373 7.2000 0.9 6.907000 0.02008 

 

Table 4.11: Thermal efficiency of the cycle 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

2.879 1 040 1 038 3 159 2 122 32.84 
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Figure 4.6: T-s diagram for Steam_IAPWS, x = 0.9. 

 

4.2.6 Configuration V: ammonia as the working fluid 

Table 4.12: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle [x4 = 0.9] 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 15.73 746.6 273.5 1.260 0.0 0.001622 0.04391 

2 18.17 11 333 290.6 1.260 - 0.001609 0.04391 

3 199.7 11 333 1 735 5.009 - 0.015590 0.04391 

4 15.73 746.6 1 357 5.009 0.9 0.153600 0.04391 

 

Table 4.13: Thermal efficiency of the cycle [x4 = 0.9] 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

17.17 378.8 361.6 1 445 1 083 25.03 

 

 

Table 4.14: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle [x4 = 1] 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 15.73 746.6 273.5 1.260 0.0 0.001622 0.04391 

2 18.17 11 333 290.6 1.260 - 0.001609 0.04391 

3 258 11 333 1944 5.426 - 0.015590 0.04391 

4 15.73 746.6 1 477 5.426 1.0 0.153600 0.04391 
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Table 4.15: Thermal efficiency of the cycle [x4 = 1] 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

17.17 466.9 449.8 1 653 1 203 27.21 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7: T-s diagram for ammonia, x = 0.9 and x = 1. 

 

4.2.7 Configuration V: R11 as the working fluid 

Table 4.16: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle [x4 = 0.9] 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 20.51 90 51.7 0.1968 0.0 0.0006726 0.2931 

2 29.45 4 408 59.47 0.1968 - 0.0006824 0.2931 

3 198.4 4 408 275.9 0.7531 - 0.0023750 0.2931 

4 20.51 90 215.1 0.7531 0.9 0.1714000 0.2931 

 

Table 4.17: Thermal efficiency of the cycle [x4 = 0.9] 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

2.904 60.83 57.93 216.4 163.4 26.77 
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Table 4.18: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle [x4 = 1] 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 20.51 90 51.7 0.1968 0.0 0.0006726 0.2581 

2 29.45 4 408 59.47 0.1968 - 0.0006824 0.2581 

3 210.1 4 408 305.3 0.8150 - 0.0036280 0.2581 

4 20.51 90 233.2 0.8150 1.0 0.1904000 0.2581 

 

Table 4.19: Thermal efficiency of the cycle [x4 = 1] 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

2.904 72.1 69.19 245.8 181.5 28.15 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: T-s diagram for R11, x = 0.9 and x = 1. 

 

4.2.8 Configuration V: R134a as the working fluid 

Table 4.20: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle [x4 = 0.9] 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 20 572.1 79.32 0.3006 0.0 0.0008161 0.3263 

2 21.76 4 059 82.15 0.3006 - 0.0008083 0.3263 

3 103.5 4 059 276.6 0.8602 - 0.0033080 0.3263 

4 20 572.1 243.4 0.8602 0.9 0.0324500 0.3263 
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Table 4.21: Thermal efficiency of the cycle [x4 = 0.9] 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

2.846 33.24 30.39 194.4 164 15.63 

 

 

Table 4.22: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle [x4 = 1] 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 20 572.1 79.32 0.3006 0.0 0.0008161 0.3597 

2 21.76 4 059 82.15 0.3006 - 0.0008083 0.3597 

3 111.8 4 059 300.2 0.9223 - 0.0042720 0.3597 

4 20 572.1 261.6 0.9223 1.0 0.0359700 0.3597 

 

Table 4.23: Thermal efficiency of the cycle [x4 = 1] 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

2.846 38.65 35.81 218.1 182.3 16.42 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9: T-s diagram for R134a, x = 0.9 and x = 1. 
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4.2.9 Configuration V: R12 as the working fluid 

Table 4.24: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle [x4 = 0.9] 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 20 566.8 54.86 0.2077 0 0.0007524 0.4249 

2 27.06 4 114 61.69 0.2077 - 0.0007673 0.4249 

3 115 4 114 211 0.6403 - 0.0029510 0.4249 

4 20 566.8 181 0.6403 0.9 0.0277900 0.4249 

 
Table 4.25: Thermal efficiency of the cycle [x4 = 0.9] 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

2.669 29.31 26.64 149.3 126.8 17.84 

 

 
Table 4.26: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle [x4 = 1] 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 20 566.8 54.86 0.2077 0.0 0.0007524 0.3772 

2 27.06 4 114 61.69 0.2077 - 0.0007673 0.3772 

3 124.9 4 114 229.9 0.6884 - 0.0038000 0.3772 

4 20 566.8 195.8 0.6884 1.0 0.0307900 0.3772 

 

Table 4.27: Thermal efficiency of the cycle [x4 = 1] 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

2.669 34.08 31.41 168.2 140.9 18.68 
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Figure 4.10: T-s diagram for R12, x = 0.9 and x = 1 

 

4.2.10 Configuration V: R717 as the working fluid 

Table 4.28: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle [x4 = 0.9] 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 16.27 760 276.1 1.269 0.0 0.001624 0.04406 

2 18.72 11 333 293.2 1.269 - 0.001611 0.04406 

3 199.2 11 333 1 733 5.004 - 0.015550 0.04406 

4 16.27 760 1 357 5.004 0.9 0.151000 0.04406 

 

Table 4.29: Thermal efficiency of the cycle [x4 = 0.9] 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

17.17 375.8 358.6 1 440 1 081 24.91 

 

 

Table 4.30: Thermodynamic properties of the cycle [x4 = 1] 

Point T P H S x v �̇�𝒇 

1 16.27 760 276.1 1.269 0.0 0.001624 0.03851 

2 18.72 11 333 293.2 1.269 - 0.001611 0.03851 

3 257 11 333 1941 5.419 - 0.019590 0.03851 

4 16.27 760 1 477 5.419 1.0 0.167600 0.03851 
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Table 4.31: Thermal efficiency of the cycle [x4 = 1] 

𝒘𝒑 𝒘𝒕 𝒘𝒏𝒆𝒕 𝒒𝑯𝑬𝑿 𝒒𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒅 𝜼𝒕𝒉 

17.17 463.1 446 1 647 1 201 27.07 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11: T-s diagram for R717, x = 0.9 and x = 1. 

 

It is evident from the 10 working fluids used to determine the thermal efficiency that water 

and its three variants give a thermal efficiency of 32.84%, while the rest recorded a thermal 

efficiency under 28%. For this study, water was chosen as the working fluid due to its 

availability, low cost and environmentally friendliness. 

4.3. Fuel demand and consumption analysis 

In terms of Table 2.1, only the petrol and diesel or gasoil fuel projection demand is analysed. 

Therefore, from the abovementioned table, one can determine the total amount of energy 

available in each fuel, the total amount of energy subjected to produce net shaft work and the 

total amount of thermal energy wasted through the exhaust pipe per year. 

Using the data from Table 2.1 in equations 3.34, 3.35, 3.36 and 3.37, the amount of energy 

consumed annually and wasted through an exhaust pipe for both petrol and diesel from 2013 

to 2040 can be determined (see Figure 4.12).  
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The graph below gives a clear view of the growth in the world energy demand throughout the 

coming years. The global trend in energy demand seems to increase by almost 30.03 

quadrillion kJ/y during the forecast period, reaching 126.513 quadrillion kJ/y by 2040, 

compared to 96.491 in 2013, which is also proportional to the growth in waste energy. This 

increase in energy demand in the transport sector is mostly due to the fact that the number of 

light motor vehicles will nearly double from 800 million in 2010 to more than 1.6 billion by 

2040. This increase is led by the growth in conventional petrol and diesel vehicles on the 

road, although electrical, full hybrid and natural gas vehicles are available on the market. 

 

Figure 4.12: Total energy consumed and wasted, 2013-2040 (kJ per year) 

 

4.4. The environmental impact of EWHR 

The release of greenhouse gases like NOx, SO2 and CO2 from ICEs into the atmosphere acts 

like a blanket by absorbing energy and slowing or preventing the loss of heat into the 

atmosphere. Therefore, in this study, only the reduction of CO2 has been analysed in terms of 

its environmental benefit by comparing an ICE with and without an EWHR system. The 

estimated amount of CO2 accumulated from a vehicle until it reaches five active years was 

determined using the formula of Peng, Wang, He, Yang and Lu (2013), where 2 embeddedCO   is 

the average of embedded CO2 emitted during the production of a standard-sized petrol ICE 

(tonnes), cumulativeS  is the cumulative mileage (km), FC is the fuel consumption (L/km), 
fuel is 
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the fuel density (kg/m3), c is the rate of carbon content in the fuel, and 44 and 12 represent 

the CO2 and C molecular weights respectively. 

From Figure 4.13 below, it can be seen that 2 750 tonnes of CO2 could approximately be 

reduced using an EWHR system within five active years. 

 

Figure 4.13: Carbon dioxide emission for ICE and ICE+EWHR (Thousand kg) 

In the case of petrol, by knowing the average amount of waste heat that can be recovered 

from 2020 to 2040 using an EWHR system, one can assume that this amount of heat has been 

released in the North Pole region and one can determine the amount of ice that will be melted 

in that region during the specific period. 

mice =
∆𝑄𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒

𝐻𝑖𝑓
, (4.2) 

with ∆𝑄𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 representing the thermal energy absorbed by the ice.  

In this case, it is the average amount of heat released into the environment (petrol and diesel 

combined), 𝐻𝑖𝑓 water is the latent heat of fusion (333.7 kJ/kg), and mice is the mass of ice 

melted, which equals 3 638.742283 1 010 kg or 3 638.742283 107 m3 of water from 2020 to 

2040. 
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4.5. Conclusions and recommendation 

The results of the analysis performed on an EWHR system with 10 different working fluids 

have shown that water and its three variants (Steam_NBS, steam and Steam_IAPWS) have 

produced a thermal efficiency of 32.84%, while the rest offered a thermal efficiency of less 

than 28% with the quality of 0.9  (x=90%). The second analysis performed with quality of 1 

(x=100%), the thermal efficiency was increased by an average of 1.29% with water and its 

variants still achieved the highest thermal efficiency.   

The global average of energy wasted through the exhaust pipes of both petrol and diesel 

vehicles in the transport sector were recorded to be 1.92 1010 kJ and 2.78 1010 kJ per year, 

from 2013 to 2040. A reduction of 2.75 thousand tonnes of CO2 could be achieved within a 

five-year forecast period when an EWHR system based on a Rankine cycle implemented on 

an ICE. The same research for some more actual cases and newly designed vehicles is 

recommended.   
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and recommendations 

5.1. Conclusions 

It can be seen that 40% of the energy increase from 2010 to 2040 will mostly come from the 

transport sector, predominantly the road transport sector where the number of vehicles is 

expected to almost double from 800 million to more than 1.6 billion by 2040. Although the 

number of conventional ICE vehicles will decrease by 2040 due to the growth of more 

energy-efficient vehicles, hybrid and electric vehicles will still present some challenges 

because of the limitations posed by their high cost and functional technology. For example, in 

the case of electric vehicles, charging time and distance travelled could present challenges. 

Therefore, improving diesel and petrol vehicles is still the main objective. 

Despite the type of ICE used, studies have shown that, from the 100% of fuel energy put in a 

vehicle, about 25% is converted into useful shaft work and the rest is wasted throughout 

different mechanisms (about 40% through exhaust gas, 30% through cooling and 5% through 

friction). This makes ICEs inefficient engines. Thus, technology to transform some part of 

waste heat energy into useful energy is implemented. From the two most promising thermal 

energy recovery methods (thermoelectricity and Rankine cycles), the Rankine system, which 

incorporates a turbine, heat exchanger, condenser and pump with an appropriate working 

fluid, was chosen. 

In most previous WHR studies on exhaust gases, the WHR system has been placed along the 

exhaust flow pipe where the temperature differs from the temperature behind the exhaust 

valves. This means that some important fraction of energy from exhaust gases is still lost to 

the environment. In this study, in order to recover a large amount of waste energy from 

exhaust gases, the main heat exchanger will be fitted on the exhaust manifold just behind the 

exhaust valves, and water will be used as the working fluid due to its potential to recover heat 

at a high temperature. 

Among different types of thermodynamic operating cycles (air standard Otto, CI and 

combined CI dual cycles), only the exhaust flow process of an air standard Otto or SI cycle 

was analysed. For simplicity of analysis, the exhaust gas flow process was assumed to be 

pseudo steady-state flow, even though it is a non-steady-state pulsing flow. 
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Exhaust gas temperatures commonly range from 400 °C to 600 °C in SI engines and from 

200 °C to 500 °C in typical CI engines. In this study, which was conducted on a VW Citi 

Golf 1.3i, an average temperature of 500 °C and a pressure between 300 kPa and 400 kPa for 

the exhaust gas mixture were considered to establish the set of equations to determine the 

exhaust mass flow rate (ṁmix) using the Gibbs-Dalton law. The exhaust gas mixture 

consisted of 71% N2, 14% CO2, 13% H2O and 1% to 2% HC, NOx and CO. The laws of 

thermodynamics were solved to compute the available thermal energy (�̇�𝑎𝑣) in the exhaust 

mixture by means of a code written in EES V9.486-3D. For the same exhaust gas 

characteristics and the same working fluid, different thermal efficiencies were found in 

different waste recovery configurations. 

The results of the analysis performed on an EWHR system using 10 different working fluids 

have shown that water and its three variants (Steam_NBS, steam and Steam_IAPWS) have 

produced a thermal efficiency of 32.84%, while the rest offered a thermal efficiency of less 

than 28%. 

The global average energy wasted through the exhaust pipes of both petrol and diesel 

vehicles in the transport sector was recorded to be 1.92 1010 kJ and 2.78 1010 kJ per year from 

2013 to 2040. A reduction of 2.75 thousand tonnes of CO2 could be achieved within a five-

year forecast period when an EWHR system based on the Rankine cycle is implemented on 

an ICE. 

Ultimately, although the development of waste energy recovery systems has been explored 

for some time, an important fraction of energy is still lost to the environment. This study has 

highlighted that recovering energy by incorporating a WHR system on the exhaust manifold 

of ICEs shows significant potential. On one hand, it has been shown that an increase in 

thermal efficiency up to 7.78% can be achieved when this idea is applied to a VW Citi Golf 

1.3i. On the other hand, it can significantly improve fuel consumption in the transport sector 

on a global scale by gaining an average of 1 114.98 and 1 126.63 Mb of petrol and diesel, 

respectively, from 2020 to 2040. It can also positively affect global warming by recovering 

56.78 1011 and 64.65 1011 mJ of heat released into the environment, which prevented 3.648 

1010 m3 of ice to be melted in the ocean. This would have resulted in the sea level rising, 

which could have led to natural disasters. 
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In fact, waste energy recovery also benefits the environment by reducing the amount of CO2 

emissions by 2.75 thousand tonnes during an active period of five years compared to 

traditional ICEs. 

5.2. Recommendations 

There are a lot of possibilities for future work. This research only focused on a theoretical 

approach of an integrated waste heat recovery system based on a Rankine cycle just behind 

the exhaust valves of an ICE. Similar work can be done by combining the exhaust waste heat 

recovery system and the cooling recovery system, to improve the engine efficiency and 

environment effects further more. 

The most interesting possibility would be to apply the EWHR system on a practical case and 

on a newly designed engine vehicle. 
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APPENDIX 

 Appendix: Fluid property information 

Steam, Steam_NBS, water, R718, and ice 

The thermodynamic properties of water have been implemented using the 

thermodynamic property correlation of Harr, Gallagher, and Kell, 1984 (NBS/NRC 

steam tables, Hemisphere Publishing Co.). The correlations are valid up to a pressure 

of 815 bar. This formulation is now slightly outdated, since a more recent formulation 

for the properties of water that extends to pressures of 1 000 MPa is available in the 

substance Steam_IAPWS. 

EES will return the properties of ice at temperatures below 0 °C and pressures above 

the saturation vapour pressure of ice based on the property information of Hyland and 

Wexler, 1983 (Formulations for the thermodynamic properties of the saturated phases 

of H2O from 173.15 K to 473.15 K, ASHRAE Trans., Part 2A, Paper 2 793). The 

isothermal compressibility of ice is from Equation 22 of Hyland and Wexler, 1983 

(Formulations for the thermodynamic properties of dry air from 173.15 to 373.15 and 

saturated moist air from 173.15 to 372.15 K at pressure to MPa, ASHRAE Trans., 

Part 2A, Paper 2 794). 

Enthalpy and entropy values refer to 0 for saturated liquid at 0 °C. 

Note that the substances steam, Steam_NBS, water, R718 and ice all use the same 

correlations for water in the solid, liquid and vapour regions and provide exactly the 

same properties. Earlier versions of EES used the less accurate correlations for the 

substances water, steam and R718. The substance ice has been implemented to allow 

preference to ice properties in the calculations when a specific volume is provided as 

one of the inputs. In this case, there may be two solutions. 

 

http://fchart.com/ees/eeshelp/steam_iapws.htm
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The transport property correlations are from Electrical Research Association, 1967 

(Steam tables, thermodynamic properties of water and Steam; viscosity of water and 

steam, thermal conductivity of water and steam, Edward Arnold Publishers, 

London). The transport functions are valid for temperatures between 273.15 K and 

815 K at pressures up to 830 bars. 

The thermal conductivity of solid ice is provided by a correlation from Willard Coles, 

1954 (Experimental determination of the thermal conductivity of low-density 

ice, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Technical Note, 3 143, Lewis 

Flight Propulsion Laboratory, Cleveland, OH). 

Steam_IAPWS 

Steam_IAPWS implements the high-accuracy thermodynamic properties of water 

with the 1995 Formulations for the thermodynamic properties of ordinary water 

substance for general and scientific use issued by The International Association for 

the Properties of Water and Steam (IAPWS). This correlation replaced the 1984 

formulation of Haar, Gallagher and Kell (NBS/NRC steam tables, Hemisphere 

Publishing Co.), which is implemented in the substance steam. The new formulation is 

based on the correlations of Saul and Wagner, 1087 (Journal of Physical and 

Chemical Reference Data, 16, 893) with modifications to adjust to the International 

Temperature Scale of 1990. The modifications are described by Wagner and Pruss, 

1993 (Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data, 22, 783). 

This correlation provides accurate results for temperatures between 273.15 K and 

1273.15 K at pressures up to 1 000 MPa. The formulation allows extrapolation of 

properties to 5 000 K. Steam_IAPWS is only available in the professional version. 

Water also provides steam properties, but it uses less accurate correlations that require 

significantly less computational effort. Use steam or water for the properties of ice at 

temperatures below 0 ˚C based on the ice property information of Hyland and Wexler, 

http://fchart.com/ees/eeshelp/steam_nbs.htm
http://fchart.com/ees/eeshelp/commercial_and_professional_versions.htm
http://fchart.com/ees/eeshelp/1nx85pn.htm
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1983 (Formulations for the thermodynamic properties of the saturated phases of H2O 

from 173.15 K to 473.15 K, ASHRAE Trans., Part 2A, Paper 2 793). 

Enthalpy and entropy values refer to 0 for saturated liquid at 0 ˚C. 

The thermal conductivity, viscosity and surface tension correlations for 

Steam_IAPWS are from Kestin, Sengers, Kangmar-Parsi and Levelt Sengers, 1984 

(“Thermophysical properties of fluid H2O”, Journal of Physical and Chemical 

Reference Data, 13, 175. The range of applicability for these transport correlations is 

the same as for the thermodynamic properties. 

5.3. Appendix B: EES code – Thermodynamic analysis of exhaust gas 

composition 

{$DS.}" EXHAUST GAS SPECIFICATIONS" 

 

"Knowns" 

 

V_Tot=0.0013 " Total volume of the 4 cylinders" 

N= 5600 "Flyweel rotation" 

"P_exh= 500 Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 

"T_exh=873.2 Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_exh=300 "Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_g_in=T_exh  " Inlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger" 

T_g_out=20  " Outlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger 40 oC" 

P_exh= 400 "Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 

"m_dot_Tot_mix=0.1154  Exhaust gas mass flow rate" 

"C_p_mix=1.258  Exhaust gas constant-pressure specific heat" 

 

" Computations" 

" CONSTANT SPECIFIC  HEAT OF THE MIXTURE" 

" C_p_0=C_0 + C_1*tTETA + C_2*TETA^2 + C_3*TETA^3" 

theta=(273.2 +T_exh)/1000 
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" For N2" 

 

C_p_N2=C_0_N2 + C_1_N2*theta + C_2_N2*theta^2 + C_3_N2*theta^3 

C_0_N2=1.11 

C_1_N2=-0.48 

C_2_N2=0.96 

C_3_N2=-0.42 

 

" For H2O" 

 

C_p_H2O=C_0_H2O + C_1_H2O*theta + C_2_H2O*theta^2 + C_3_H2O*theta^3 

 

C_0_H2O= 1.79 

C_1_H2O=0.107 

C_2_H2O=0.586 

C_3_H2O=0.20 

 

" For CO2" 

 

C_p_CO2=C_0_CO2 + C_1_CO2*theta + C_2_CO2*theta^2 + C_3_CO2*theta^3 

 

C_0_CO2=0.45 

C_1_CO2=1.67 

C_2_CO2=-1.27 

C_3_CO2=0.39 

 

" C_p_mix" 

 

Alpha_N2=0.71 

Alpha_H2O=0.13 

Alpha_CO2=0.14 

 

C_p_mix= Alpha_N2*C_p_N2 + Alpha_H2O*C_p_H2O + Alpha_CO2*C_p_CO2 
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" DENSITY OF THE EXHAUST MIXTURE" 

 

"1 : Determination of pressures" 

 

P_N2=Alpha_N2*P_exh 

P_H2O=Alpha_H2O*P_exh 

P_CO2=Alpha_CO2*P_exh 

 

"2: Density" 

 

R_N2=0.2968 

R_H2O=0.4615 

R_CO2=0.1889 

 

Rho_N2=P_N2/(R_N2*T_exh) 

Rho_H2O=P_H2O/(R_H2O*T_exh) 

Rho_CO2=P_CO2/(R_CO2*T_exh) 

Rho_mix= Alpha_N2*Rho_N2 + Alpha_H2O*Rho_H2O + Alpha_CO2*Rho_CO2 

 

 "EXHAUST MASS FLOW RATE DETERMINATION" 

 

V_cyl=V_Tot/4 

V_dot_mix_cyl=V_cyl * N/60 

m_dot_mix_cyl=V_dot_mix_cyl*Rho_mix 

m_dot_Tot_mix=m_dot_mix_cyl*4 

 

"HEAT AVAILABLE IN THE EXHAUST MISTURE" 

 

T_amb=20 

Q_dot_av=m_dot_Tot_mix*C_p_mix*(T_exh - T_amb) "Rate of heat transfer" 

Q_dot_in_w=Q_dot_av*0.95 

 

"WORKING FLUID MASS FLOW RATE DETERMINATION" 
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T_c_out= 280 

T_c_in=30 

C_p_c_w=4.178 

 

C_c_w=Q_dot_in_w/(T_c_out - T_c_in) 

m_dot_c_w=C_c_w/C_p_c_w 

 

"Rankine Cycle - Config-Water" 

 

" General Assumptions" 

 

" (1) Let consider  all devices as steeady - state steady - flow system 

  (2) Neglecting kinectic and potential engeries 

  (3) Neglecting also the heat lost from each component and pipe system 

  (4) Isentropic turbine efficiency = 0.7 

  (5) Insentropic pump efficiency = 0.8 

  (6) Evaporating pressure varying between condensation and critical pressure 

  (7) water as working fluid" 

 

" Control volume :Turbine" 

 

" Inlet sate: T3 know, and S3 as calculated; state fixed" 

 

T_3=480 

 

"Exist state: T4 and x4 known; state fixed" 

 

T_4=60 

x_4=0.9 

P_4=Pressure(Water,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

h_4=Enthalpy(Water,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

s_4=Entropy(Water,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

v_4=Volume(Water,T=T_4,x=x_4) 
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" Analysis" 

 

s_3=s_4 

x_3=1 

P_33=Pressure(Water,x=x_3,s=s_3) 

P_3=Pressure(Water,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

h_3=Enthalpy(Water,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

v_3=Volume(Water,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

w_t=h_3 - h_4 

 

" Control volume :Pump" 

 

" Inlet sate: P1 know, saturated water; state fixed" 

 

P_1=P_4 

x_1=0 

h_1=Enthalpy(Water,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

s_1=Entropy(Water,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

T_1=Temperature(Water,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

v_1=Volume(Water,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

 

"Exist state: P2 kown and S2; state fixed" 

 

P_2=P_3 

s_2=s_1 

T_2=Temperature(Water,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

h_2=Enthalpy(Water,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

v_2=Volume(Water,T=T_2,s=s_2) 

 

" Analyse" 

 

w_p=v_1 * (P_2 - P_1) 

"h_22=w_p + h_1" 
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" Control Volume: CONDENSER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P4, h4 known; state fixed" 

"Exist sate: P1, h1 known; state fixed" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_cond=h_4 - h_1 

 

" Control Volume: HEAT EXCHANGER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P2, h2 known; state fixed" 

"Exit state: state 3 fixed(as given)" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_in_w = h_3 - h_2 

m_dot_w=Q_dot_in_w/q_in_w  

W_dot_t=m_dot_w*w_t 

w_net=w_t - w_p 

ETA=(w_net/q_in_w )*100 

W_dot_net=w_net*m_dot_c_w 

ETA_1=(W_dot_net/Q_dot_in_w)*100 

 

5.4. Appendix C: EES code – EWHR with water as working fluid 

 

{$DS.}"Rankine Cycle - Config-Water" 

 

" General Assumptions" 

 

" (1) Let consider  all devices as steeady - state steady - flow system 

  (2) Neglecting kinectic and potential engeries 
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  (3) Neglecting also the heat lost from each component and pipe system 

  (4) Isentropic turbine efficiency = 0.7 

  (5) Insentropic pump efficiency = 0.8 

  (6) Evaporating pressure varying between condensation and critical pressure 

  (7) water as working fluid" 

 

"Given Exhaust gas" 

 

T_exh=500 "Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_g_in=T_exh  " Inlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger" 

T_g_out=40  " Outlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger 40 oC" 

P_exh= 400 "Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 

m_dot_Tot_mix=0.1154 " Exhaust gas mass flow rate" 

C_p_mix=1.258  "Exhaust gas constant-pressure specific heat" 

 

"Heat Exchanger" 

 

Q_dot_HEX=m_dot_Tot_mix*C_p_mix*(T_g_in - T_g_out) "Rate of heat transfer" 

Q_dot_in_w=Q_dot_HEX*0.95 

 

" Control volume :Turbine" 

" Inlet sate: T3 know, and S3 as calculated; state fixed" 

 

T_3=480 

ETA_t=0.90 

 

"Exist state: T4 and x4 known; state fixed" 

 

T_4=60 

x_4=0.9 

P_4=Pressure(Water,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

h_4=Enthalpy(Water,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

s_4=Entropy(Water,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

v_4=Volume(Water,T=T_4,x=x_4) 
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" Analysis" 

 

s_3=s_4 

x_3=1 

P_33=Pressure(Water,x=x_3,s=s_3) 

P_3=Pressure(Water,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

h_3=Enthalpy(Water,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

v_3=Volume(Water,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

 

"h_4=h_3 - (h_3 - h_4s)*ETA_t" 

w_t=(h_3 - h_4)*ETA_t 

 

" Control volume :Pump" 

 

ETA_p=0.95 

 

" Inlet sate: P1 know, saturated water; state fixed" 

 

P_1=P_4 

x_1=0 

h_1=Enthalpy(Water,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

s_1=Entropy(Water,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

T_1=Temperature(Water,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

v_1=Volume(Water,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

 

"Exist state: P2 kown and S2; state fixed" 

 

P_2=P_3 

s_2=s_1 

T_2=Temperature(Water,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

h_2=Enthalpy(Water,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

v_2=Volume(Water,T=T_2,s=s_2) 
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" Analyse" 

 

w_p=(v_1 * (P_2 - P_1))/ETA_p 

"h_22=w_p + h_1" 

 

" Control Volume: CONDENSER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P4, h4 known; state fixed" 

"Exist sate: P1, h1 known; state fixed" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_cond=h_4 - h_1 

 

" Control Volume: HEAT EXCHANGER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P2, h2 known; state fixed" 

"Exit state: state 3 fixed(as given)" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_in_w = h_3 - h_2 

m_dot_w=Q_dot_in_w/q_in_w  

W_dot_t=m_dot_w*w_t 

w_net=w_t - w_p 

ETA_th=(w_net/q_in_w )*100 

 

5.5. Appendix D: EWHR with R-718 as working fluid 

 

{$DS.}"Rankine Cycle - Config-R-718" 

 

" General Assumptions" 
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" (1) Let consider  all devices as steeady - state steady - flow system 

  (2) Neglecting kinectic and potential engeries 

  (3) Neglecting also the heat lost from each component and pipe system 

  (4) Isentropic turbine efficiency = 0.7 

  (5) Insentropic pump efficiency = 0.8 

  (6) Evaporating pressure varying between condensation and critical pressure 

  (7) water as working fluid" 

 

"Given Exhaust gas" 

 

T_exh=500 "Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_g_in=T_exh  " Inlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger" 

T_g_out=40  " Outlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger 40 oC" 

P_exh= 400 "Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 

m_dot_Tot_mix=0.1154 " Exhaust gas mass flow rate" 

C_p_mix=1.258  "Exhaust gas constant-pressure specific heat" 

 

"Heat Exchanger" 

 

Q_dot_HEX=m_dot_Tot_mix*C_p_mix*(T_g_in - T_g_out) "Rate of heat transfer" 

Q_dot_in_w=Q_dot_HEX*0.95 

 

" Inlet sate: T3 know, and S3 as calculated; state fixed" 

 

T_3=480 

PC=P_crit(R718) 

TC=T_crit(R718) 

P_3=PC 

 

h_3=Enthalpy(R718,T=T_3,P=P_3) 

s_3=Entropy(R718,T=T_3,P=P_3) 

v_3=Volume(R718,T=T_3,P=P_3) 

 

"Exist state: T4 and s4 known; state fixed" 
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T_4=60 "case 1" 

"x_4=1" 

 

" Analyse" 

 

s_3=s_4 

P_4=Pressure(R718,T=T_4,s=s_4)  

h_4=Enthalpy(R718,T=T_4,s=s_4) 

x_4=Quality(R718,T=T_4,s=s_4) "case 1" 

v_4=Volume(R718,T=T_4,s=s_4) 

 

{P_4=Pressure(R718,s=s_4,x=x_4) 

T=Temperature(R718,s=s_4,x=x_4) 

h_4=Enthalpy(R718,s=s_4,x=x_4) 

v_4=Volume(R718,s=s_4,x=x_4)} 

 

w_t=h_3 - h_4 

 

" Control volume :Pump" 

 

" Inlet sate: P1 know, saturated water; state fixed" 

 

P_1=P_4 

x_1=0 

h_1=Enthalpy(R718,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

s_1=Entropy(R718,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

T_1=Temperature(R718,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

v_1=Volume(R718,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

 

"Exist state: P2 kown and S2; state fixed" 

 

P_2=P_3 

s_2=s_1 
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h_2=Enthalpy(R718,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

T_2=Temperature(R718,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

v_2=Volume(R718,T=T_2,s=s_2) 

 

" Analyse" 

 

w_p=v_1 * (P_2 - P_1) 

 

" Control Volume: CONDENSER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P4, h4 known; state fixed" 

"Exist sate: P1, h1 known; state fixed" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_cond=h_4 - h_1 

 

" Control Volume: HEAT EXCHANGER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P2, h2 known; state fixed" 

"Exit state: state 3 fixed(as given)" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_in_w = h_3 - h_2 

m_dot_w=Q_dot_in_w/q_in_w  

w_net=w_t - w_p 

ETA=(w_net/q_in_w )*100 

 

5.6. Appendix E: EWHR with Steam_NBS as working fluid 

 

{$DS.}"Rankine Cycle - Steam_NBS" 
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" General Assumptions" 

 

" (1) Let consider  all devices as steeady - state steady - flow system 

  (2) Neglecting kinectic and potential engeries 

  (3) Neglecting also the heat lost from each component and pipe system 

  (4) Isentropic turbine efficiency = 0.7 

  (5) Insentropic pump efficiency = 0.8 

  (6) Evaporating pressure varying between condensation and critical pressure 

  (7) water as working fluid" 

 

"Given Exhaust gas" 

 

T_exh=500 "Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_g_in=T_exh  " Inlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger" 

T_g_out=40  " Outlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger 40 oC" 

P_exh= 400 "Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 

m_dot_Tot_mix=0.1154 " Exhaust gas mass flow rate" 

C_p_mix=1.258  "Exhaust gas constant-pressure specific heat" 

 

"Heat Exchanger" 

 

Q_dot_HEX=m_dot_Tot_mix*C_p_mix*(T_g_in - T_g_out) "Rate of heat transfer" 

Q_dot_in_w=Q_dot_HEX*0.95 

 

" Control volume :Turbine" 

 

" Inlet sate: T3 know, and S3 as calculated; state fixed" 

 

T_3=480 

 

"Exist state: T4 and x4 known; state fixed" 

 

T_4=60 

x_4=0.9 
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P_4=Pressure(Steam_NBS,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

h_4=Enthalpy(Steam_NBS,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

s_4=Entropy(Steam_NBS,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

 

" Analyse" 

 

s_3=s_4 

P_3=Pressure(Steam_NBS,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

h_3=Enthalpy(Steam_NBS,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

w_t=h_3 - h_4 

 

" Control volume :Pump" 

 

" Inlet sate: P1 know, saturated water; state fixed" 

 

P_1=P_4 

x_1=0 

h_1=Enthalpy(Steam_NBS,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

s_1=Entropy(Steam_NBS,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

T_1=Temperature(Steam_NBS,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

v_1=Volume(Steam_NBS,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

 

"Exist state: P2 kown and S2; state fixed" 

 

P_2=P_3 

s_2=s_1 

T_2=Temperature(Steam_NBS,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

h_2=Enthalpy(Steam_NBS,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

 

" Analyse" 

 

w_p=v_1 * (P_2 - P_1) 

"h_22=w_p + h_1" 
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" Control Volume: CONDENSER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P4, h4 known; state fixed" 

"Exist sate: P1, h1 known; state fixed" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_cond=h_4 - h_1 

 

" Control Volume: HEAT EXCHANGER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P2, h2 known; state fixed" 

"Exit state: state 3 fixed(as given)" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_in_w = h_3 - h_2 

m_dot_w=Q_dot_in_w/q_in_w  

w_net=w_t - w_p 

ETA=(w_net/q_in_w )*100 

 

5.7. Appendix F: EWHR with Steam as working fluid 

 

{$DS.}"Rankine Cycle - Config-Steam" 

 

" General Assumptions" 

 

" (1) Let consider  all devices as steeady - state steady - flow system 

  (2) Neglecting kinectic and potential engeries 

  (3) Neglecting also the heat lost from each component and pipe system 

  (4) Isentropic turbine efficiency = 0.7 

  (5) Insentropic pump efficiency = 0.8 

  (6) Evaporating pressure varying between condensation and critical pressure 
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  (7) water as working fluid" 

 

"Given Exhaust gas" 

 

T_exh=500 "Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_g_in=T_exh  " Inlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger" 

T_g_out=40  " Outlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger 40 oC" 

P_exh= 400 "Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 

m_dot_Tot_mix=0.1154 " Exhaust gas mass flow rate" 

C_p_mix=1.258  "Exhaust gas constant-pressure specific heat" 

 

"Heat Exchanger" 

 

Q_dot_HEX=m_dot_Tot_mix*C_p_mix*(T_g_in - T_g_out) "Rate of heat transfer" 

Q_dot_in_w=Q_dot_HEX*0.95 

 

" Control volume :Turbine" 

 

" Inlet sate: T3 know, and S3 as calculated; state fixed" 

 

T_3=480 

 

"Exist state: T4 and x4 known; state fixed" 

 

T_4=60 

x_4=0.9 

P_4=Pressure(Steam,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

h_4=Enthalpy(Steam,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

s_4=Entropy(Steam,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

 

" Analyse" 

 

s_3=s_4 

P_3=Pressure(Steam,T=T_3,s=s_3) 
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h_3=Enthalpy(Steam,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

w_t=h_3 - h_4 

 

" Control volume :Pump" 

 

" Inlet sate: P1 know, saturated water; state fixed" 

 

P_1=P_4 

x_1=0 

h_1=Enthalpy(Steam,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

s_1=Entropy(Steam,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

T_1=Temperature(Steam,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

v_1=Volume(Steam,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

 

"Exist state: P2 kown and S2; state fixed" 

 

P_2=P_3 

s_2=s_1 

T_2=Temperature(Steam,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

h_2=Enthalpy(Steam,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

 

" Analyse" 

 

w_p=v_1 * (P_2 - P_1) 

"h_22=w_p + h_1" 

 

" Control Volume: CONDENSER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P4, h4 known; state fixed" 

"Exist sate: P1, h1 known; state fixed" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_cond=h_4 - h_1 
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" Control Volume: HEAT EXCHANGER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P2, h2 known; state fixed" 

"Exit state: state 3 fixed(as given)" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_in_w = h_3 - h_2 

m_dot_w=Q_dot_in_w/q_in_w  

w_net=w_t - w_p 

ETA=(w_net/q_in_w )*100 

 

5.8. Appendix G: EWHR with Steam_IAPWS as working fluid 

 

{$DS.}"Rankine Cycle - Steam_IAPWS" 

 

" General Assumptions" 

 

" (1) Let consider  all devices as steeady - state steady - flow system 

  (2) Neglecting kinectic and potential engeries 

  (3) Neglecting also the heat lost from each component and pipe system 

  (4) Isentropic turbine efficiency = 0.7 

  (5) Insentropic pump efficiency = 0.8 

  (6) Evaporating pressure varying between condensation and critical pressure 

  (7) water as working fluid" 

 

"Given Exhaust gas" 

 

T_exh=500 "Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_g_in=T_exh  " Inlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger" 

T_g_out=40  " Outlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger 40 oC" 

P_exh= 400 "Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 
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m_dot_Tot_mix=0.1154 " Exhaust gas mass flow rate" 

C_p_mix=1.258  "Exhaust gas constant-pressure specific heat" 

 

"Heat Exchanger" 

 

Q_dot_HEX=m_dot_Tot_mix*C_p_mix*(T_g_in - T_g_out) "Rate of heat transfer" 

Q_dot_in_w=Q_dot_HEX*0.95 

 

" Control volume :Turbine" 

 

" Inlet sate: T3 know, and S3 as calculated; state fixed" 

 

T_3=480 

 

"Exist state: T4 and x4 known; state fixed" 

 

T_4=60 

x_4=0.9 

P_4=Pressure(Steam_IAPWS,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

h_4=Enthalpy(Steam_IAPWS,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

s_4=Entropy(Steam_IAPWS,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

v_4=Volume(Steam_IAPWS,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

 

" Analyse" 

 

s_3=s_4 

P_3=Pressure(Steam_IAPWS,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

h_3=Enthalpy(Steam_IAPWS,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

v_3=Volume(Steam_IAPWS,T=T_3,s=s_3) 

w_t=h_3 - h_4 

 

" Control volume :Pump" 

 

" Inlet sate: P1 know, saturated water; state fixed" 
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P_1=P_4 

x_1=0 

h_1=Enthalpy(Steam_IAPWS,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

s_1=Entropy(Steam_IAPWS,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

T_1=Temperature(Steam_IAPWS,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

v_1=Volume(Steam_IAPWS,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

 

"Exist state: P2 kown and S2; state fixed" 

 

P_2=P_3 

s_2=s_1 

T_2=Temperature(Steam_IAPWS,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

h_2=Enthalpy(Steam_IAPWS,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

v_2=Volume(Steam_IAPWS,T=T_2,s=s_2) 

 

" Analyse" 

 

w_p=v_1 * (P_2 - P_1) 

"h_22=w_p + h_1" 

 

" Control Volume: CONDENSER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P4, h4 known; state fixed" 

"Exist sate: P1, h1 known; state fixed" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_cond=h_4 - h_1 

 

" Control Volume: HEAT EXCHANGER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P2, h2 known; state fixed" 

"Exit state: state 3 fixed(as given)" 
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"Analysis" 

 

q_in_w = h_3 - h_2 

m_dot_w=Q_dot_in_w/q_in_w  

w_net=w_t - w_p 

ETA=(w_net/q_in_w )*100 

 

5.9. Appendix H: EWHR with R-11 as working fluid 

 

{$DS.}"Rankine Cycle - Config-R11" 

 

" General Assumptions" 

 

" (1) Let consider  all devices as steeady - state steady - flow system 

  (2) Neglecting kinectic and potential engeries 

  (3) Neglecting also the heat lost from each component and pipe system 

  (4) Isentropic turbine efficiency = 0.7 

  (5) Insentropic pump efficiency = 0.8 

  (6) Evaporating pressure varying between condensation and critical pressure 

  (7) water as working fluid" 

 

 

"Given Exhaust gas" 

 

T_exh=500 "Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_g_in=T_exh  " Inlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger" 

T_g_out=40  " Outlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger 40 oC" 

P_exh= 400 "Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 

m_dot_Tot_mix=0.1154 " Exhaust gas mass flow rate" 

C_p_mix=1.258  "Exhaust gas constant-pressure specific heat" 

 

"Heat Exchanger" 
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Q_dot_HEX=m_dot_Tot_mix*C_p_mix*(T_g_in - T_g_out) "Rate of heat transfer" 

 

Q_dot_in_w=Q_dot_HEX*0.95 

 

" Control volume :Turbine" 

  

"Inlet: P3  known" 

"P_3=4405" 

PC=P_crit(R11) 

TC=T_crit(R11) 

P_3=PC 

ETA_t=0.90 

"Outlet : P4 and X4 known" 

 

P_4=90 

x_4=0.9 

h_4=Enthalpy(R11,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

s_4=Entropy(R11,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

T_4=Temperature(R11,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

v_4=Volume(R11,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

 

"Analysis" 

 

s_3=s_4 

T_3=Temperature(R11,P=P_3,h=h_3) 

h_3=Enthalpy(R11,P=P_3,s=s_3) 

v_3=Volume(R11,P=P_3,s=s_3) 

 

w_t=(h_3 - h_4)*ETA_t 

 

" Control volume :Pump" 

ETA_p=0.95 

" Inlet sate: P1 know, saturated water; state fixed" 
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P_1=P_4 

x_1=0 

h_1=Enthalpy(R11,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

s_1=Entropy(R11,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

T_1=Temperature(R11,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

v_1=Volume(R11,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

 

"Exist state: P2 kown and S2; state fixed" 

 

P_2=P_3 

s_2=s_1 

T_2=Temperature(R11,P=P_2,h=h_2) 

h_2=Enthalpy(R11,P=P_2,s=s_2) "Properties for R11 in the subcooled region have been 

estimated assuming the fluid to be incompressible." 

 

v_2=Volume(R11,T=T_2,s=s_2) 

 

" Analysis" 

 

w_p=(v_1 * (P_2 - P_1))/ETA_p 

"h_22=w_p + h_1" 

 

" Control Volume: CONDENSER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P4, h4 known; state fixed" 

"Exist sate: P1, h1 known; state fixed" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_cond=h_4 - h_1 

 

" Control Volume: HEAT EXCHANGER" 
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"Inlet sate: P2, h2 known; state fixed" 

"Exit state: state 3 fixed(as given)" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_in_w = h_3 - h_2 

m_dot_w=Q_dot_in_w/q_in_w  

w_net=w_t - w_p 

ETA=(w_net/q_in_w )*100 

 

5.10. Appendix I: EWHR with R-134a as working fluid 

 

{$DS.}"Rankine Cycle - Config-R134a" 

 

" General Assumptions" 

 

" (1) Let consider  all devices as steeady - state steady - flow system 

  (2) Neglecting kinectic and potential engeries 

  (3) Neglecting also the heat lost from each component and pipe system 

  (4) Isentropic turbine efficiency = 0.7 

  (5) Insentropic pump efficiency = 0.8 

  (6) Evaporating pressure varying between condensation and critical pressure 

  (7) water as working fluid" 

 

"Given Exhaust gas" 

 

T_exh=500 "Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_g_in=T_exh  " Inlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger" 

T_g_out=40  " Outlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger 40 oC" 

P_exh= 400 "Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 

m_dot_Tot_mix=0.1154 " Exhaust gas mass flow rate" 

C_p_mix=1.258  "Exhaust gas constant-pressure specific heat" 
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"Heat Exchanger" 

 

Q_dot_HEX=m_dot_Tot_mix*C_p_mix*(T_g_in - T_g_out) "Rate of heat transfer" 

Q_dot_in_w=Q_dot_HEX*0.95 

 

" Control volume :Turbine" 

  

"Inlet: P3  known" 

"P_3=3984" 

PC=P_crit(R134a) 

P_3=PC 

ETA_t=0.90 

"Outlet : T4 and X4 known" 

 

T_4=20 

x_4=0.9 

h_4=Enthalpy(R134a,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

s_4=Entropy(R134a,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

P_4=Pressure(R134a,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

v_4=Volume(R134a,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

 

"Analysis" 

 

s_3=s_4 

T_3=Temperature(R134a,P=P_3,v=v_3) 

h_3=Enthalpy(R134a,P=P_3,s=s_3) 

v_3=Volume(R134a,P=P_3,s=s_3) 

 

w_t=(h_3 - h_4)*ETA_t 

 

" Control volume :Pump" 

ETA_p=0.95 

 

" Inlet sate: P1 know, saturated water; state fixed" 
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P_1=P_4 

x_1=0 

h_1=Enthalpy(R134a,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

s_1=Entropy(R134a,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

T_1=Temperature(R134a,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

v_1=Volume(R134a,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

 

"Exist state: P2 kown and S2; state fixed" 

 

P_2=P_3 

s_2=s_1 

T_2=Temperature(R134a,P=P_2,h=h_2) 

h_2=Enthalpy(R134a,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

v_2=Volume(R134a,T=T_2,s=s_2) 

 

" Analysis" 

 

w_p=(v_1 * (P_2 - P_1))/ETA_p 

"h_22=w_p + h_1" 

 

" Control Volume: CONDENSER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P4, h4 known; state fixed" 

"Exist sate: P1, h1 known; state fixed" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_cond=h_4 - h_1 

 

" Control Volume: HEAT EXCHANGER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P2, h2 known; state fixed" 

"Exit state: state 3 fixed(as given)" 
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"Analysis" 

 

q_in_w = h_3 - h_2 

m_dot_w=Q_dot_in_w/q_in_w  

w_net=w_t - w_p 

ETA=(w_net/q_in_w )*100 

 

5.11. Appendix J: EWHR with R-12 as working fluid 

 

{$DS.}"Rankine Cycle - Config-R12" 

 

" General Assumptions" 

 

" (1) Let consider  all devices as steeady - state steady - flow system 

  (2) Neglecting kinectic and potential engeries 

  (3) Neglecting also the heat lost from each component and pipe system 

  (4) Isentropic turbine efficiency = 0.7 

  (5) Insentropic pump efficiency = 0.8 

  (6) Evaporating pressure varying between condensation and critical pressure 

  (7) water as working fluid" 

 

 

"Given Exhaust gas" 

 

T_exh=350 "Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_g_in=T_exh  " Inlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger" 

T_g_out=40  " Outlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger 40 oC" 

P_exh= 400 "Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 

m_dot_Tot_mix=0.1258 " Exhaust gas mass flow rate" 

C_p_mix=1.150  "Exhaust gas constant-pressure specific heat" 

 

"Heat Exchanger" 
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Q_dot_HEX=m_dot_Tot_mix*C_p_mix*(T_g_in - T_g_out) "Rate of heat transfer" 

Q_dot_in_w=Q_dot_HEX*0.95 

 

" Control volume :Turbine" 

  

"Inlet: P3  known" 

"P_3=4060" 

PC=P_crit(R12) 

P_3=PC 

ETA_t=0.90 

"Outlet : T4 and X4 known" 

 

T_4=20 

x_4=0.9 

h_4=Enthalpy(R12,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

s_4=Entropy(R12,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

P_4=Pressure(R12,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

v_4=Volume(R12,T=T_4,x=x_4) 

 

"Analysis" 

 

s_3=s_4 

T_3=Temperature(R12,P=P_3,s=s_3) 

h_3=Enthalpy(R12,P=P_3,s=s_3) 

v_3=Volume(R12,P=P_3,s=s_3) 

 

w_t=(h_3 - h_4)*ETA_t 

 

" Control volume :Pump" 

ETA_p=0.95 

" Inlet sate: P1 know, saturated water; state fixed" 

 

P_1=P_4 
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x_1=0 

h_1=Enthalpy(R12,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

s_1=Entropy(R12,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

T_1=Temperature(R12,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

v_1=Volume(R12,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

 

"Exist state: P2 kown and S2; state fixed" 

 

P_2=P_3 

s_2=s_1 

T_2=Temperature(R12,P=P_2,h=h_2) 

h_2=Enthalpy(R12,P=P_2,s=s_2) "Properties for R12 in the subcooled region have been 

estimated assuming the fluid to be incompressible." 

v_2=Volume(R12,T=T_2,s=s_2) 

 

" Analysis" 

w_p=(v_1 * (P_2 - P_1))/ETA_p 

"h_22=w_p + h_1" 

 

" Control Volume: CONDENSER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P4, h4 known; state fixed" 

"Exist sate: P1, h1 known; state fixed" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_cond=h_4 - h_1 

 

" Control Volume: HEAT EXCHANGER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P2, h2 known; state fixed" 

"Exit state: state 3 fixed(as given)" 

 

"Analysis" 
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q_in_w = h_3 - h_2 

m_dot_w=Q_dot_in_w/q_in_w  

w_net=w_t - w_p 

ETA=(w_net/q_in_w )*100 

 

5.12. Appendix K: EWHR with R-717 as working fluid 

 

{$DS.}"Rankine Cycle - Config-R717" 

 

" General Assumptions" 

 

" (1) Let consider  all devices as steeady - state steady - flow system 

  (2) Neglecting kinectic and potential engeries 

  (3) Neglecting also the heat lost from each component and pipe system 

  (4) Isentropic turbine efficiency = 0.7 

  (5) Insentropic pump efficiency = 0.8 

  (6) Evaporating pressure varying between condensation and critical pressure 

  (7) water as working fluid" 

 

"Given Exhaust gas" 

 

T_exh=500 "Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_g_in=T_exh  " Inlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger" 

T_g_out=40  " Outlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger 40 oC" 

P_exh= 400 "Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 

m_dot_Tot_mix=0.1154 " Exhaust gas mass flow rate" 

C_p_mix=1.258  "Exhaust gas constant-pressure specific heat" 

 

"Heat Exchanger" 

 

Q_dot_HEX=m_dot_Tot_mix*C_p_mix*(T_g_in - T_g_out) "Rate of heat transfer" 

Q_dot_in_w=Q_dot_HEX*0.95 
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" Control volume :Turbine" 

  

"Inlet: P3  known" 

"P_3=11166" 

PC=P_crit(R717) 

P_3=PC 

ETA_t=0.90 

"Outlet : P4 and X4 known" 

 

P_4=760 

x_4=0.9 

h_4=Enthalpy(R717,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

s_4=Entropy(R717,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

T_4=Temperature(R717,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

v_4=Volume(R717,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

 

"Analysis" 

 

s_3=s_4 

T_3=Temperature(R717,P=P_3,h=h_3) 

h_3=Enthalpy(R717,P=P_3,s=s_3) 

v_3=Volume(R717,P=P_3,s=s_3) 

 

w_t=(h_3 - h_4)*ETA_t 

 

" Control volume :Pump" 

ETA_p=0.95 

" Inlet sate: P1 know, saturated water; state fixed" 

 

P_1=P_4 

x_1=0 

h_1=Enthalpy(R717,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

s_1=Entropy(R717,P=P_1,x=x_1) 
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T_1=Temperature(R717,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

v_1=Volume(R717,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

 

"Exist state: P2 kown and S2; state fixed" 

 

P_2=P_3 

s_2=s_1 

T_2=Temperature(R717,P=P_2,h=h_2) 

h_2=Enthalpy(R717,P=P_2,s=s_2)  

v_2=Volume(R717,T=T_2,s=s_2) 

 

" Analysis" 

 

w_p=(v_1 * (P_2 - P_1))/ETA_p 

"h_22=w_p + h_1" 

 

" Control Volume: CONDENSER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P4, h4 known; state fixed" 

"Exist sate: P1, h1 known; state fixed" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_cond=h_4 - h_1 

 

" Control Volume: HEAT EXCHANGER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P2, h2 known; state fixed" 

"Exit state: state 3 fixed(as given)" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_in_w = h_3 - h_2 

m_dot_w=Q_dot_in_w/q_in_w  
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w_net=w_t - w_p 

ETA=(w_net/q_in_w )*100 

 

5.13. Appendix L: EWHR with Ammonia as working fluid 

 

{$DS.}"Rankine Cycle - Config-Ammonia" 

 

" General Assumptions" 

 

" (1) Let consider  all devices as steeady - state steady - flow system 

  (2) Neglecting kinectic and potential engeries 

  (3) Neglecting also the heat lost from each component and pipe system 

  (4) Isentropic turbine efficiency = 0.7 

  (5) Insentropic pump efficiency = 0.8 

  (6) Evaporating pressure varying between condensation and critical pressure 

  (7) water as working fluid" 

 

"Given Exhaust gas" 

 

T_exh=500 "Exhaust gas temperature ranges between 400 to 600 oC" 

T_g_in=T_exh  " Inlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger" 

T_g_out=40  " Outlet exhaust gas Temperature at the heat exchanger 40 oC" 

P_exh= 400 "Exhaust gas pressure varies between 400 and 500kPa" 

m_dot_Tot_mix=0.1154 " Exhaust gas mass flow rate" 

C_p_mix=1.258  "Exhaust gas constant-pressure specific heat" 

 

"Heat Exchanger" 

 

Q_dot_HEX=m_dot_Tot_mix*C_p_mix*(T_g_in - T_g_out) "Rate of heat transfer" 

Q_dot_in_w=Q_dot_HEX*0.95 

 

" Control volume :Turbine" 
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"Inlet: T3  known" 

PC=P_crit(Ammonia) 

P_3=PC 

ETA_t=0.90 

"P_3=11238" 

"T_3=200" 

 

"Outlet : P4 and X4 known" 

 

P_4=746.6 

x_4=0.9 

h_4=Enthalpy(Ammonia,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

s_4=Entropy(Ammonia,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

T_4=Temperature(Ammonia,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

v_4=Volume(Ammonia,P=P_4,x=x_4) 

 

 

"Analysis" 

 

s_3=s_4 

T_3=Temperature(Ammonia,P=P_3,v=v_3) 

h_3=Enthalpy(Ammonia,P=P_3,s=s_3) 

v_3=Volume(Ammonia,P=P_3,s=s_3) 

 

w_t=(h_3 - h_4)*ETA_t 

 

" Control volume :Pump" 

ETA_p=0.95 

" Inlet sate: P1 know, saturated water; state fixed" 

 

P_1=P_4 

x_1=0 

h_1=Enthalpy(Ammonia,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

s_1=Entropy(Ammonia,P=P_1,x=x_1) 
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T_1=Temperature(Ammonia,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

v_1=Volume(Ammonia,P=P_1,x=x_1) 

 

"Exist state: P2 kown and S2; state fixed" 

 

P_2=P_3 

s_2=s_1 

T_2=Temperature(Ammonia,P=P_2,h=h_2) 

h_2=Enthalpy(Ammonia,P=P_2,s=s_2) 

v_2=Volume(Ammonia,T=T_2,s=s_2) 

 

" Analyse" 

 

w_p=(v_1 * (P_2 - P_1))/ETA_p 

"h_22=w_p + h_1" 

 

 

" Control Volume: CONDENSER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P4, h4 known; state fixed" 

"Exist sate: P1, h1 known; state fixed" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_cond=h_4 - h_1 

 

" Control Volume: HEAT EXCHANGER" 

 

"Inlet sate: P2, h2 known; state fixed" 

"Exit state: state 3 fixed(as given)" 

 

"Analysis" 

 

q_in_w = h_3 - h_2 
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m_dot_w=Q_dot_in_w/q_in_w  

w_net=w_t - w_p 

ETA=(w_net/q_in_w )*100 
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5.14. Appendix M: Commission regulation (EU) No 459/2012 
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5.15. Appendix N: Graphs’ use permission 

 EIA - International Energy Outlook 2013 

Copyrights and Reuse 

Public domain and use of EIA content 

U.S. government publications are in the public domain and are not subject to copyright 

protection. You may use and/or distribute any of our data, files, databases, reports, graphs, 

charts, and other information products that are on our website or that you receive through our 

email distribution service. However, if you use or reproduce any of our information products, 

you should use an acknowledgment, which includes the publication date, such as: "Source: 

U.S. Energy Information Administration (Oct 2008)." 

Quoting EIA content and translations  

When quoting EIA text, the acknowledgment should clearly indicate which text is EIA 

content and which is not. When translating EIA content into another language, please indicate 

the organization responsible for the translation and provide a link back to the original EIA 

web page in the acknowledgment.  

Reference: http://www.eia.gov/about/copyrights_reuse.cfm 

InfoCtr(OC) INFOCTR@eia.gov via tuks.co.za  Nov 2nd  

to Kanwayi  

 
 

Dear Inquirer, 

 Thank you for your inquiry to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) concerning permission 

to use our image/graph.  You may view our copyright and reuse policy at 
http://www.eia.gov/about/copyrights_reuse.cfm. 

  

Hope this information is helpful.  Please contact us again for energy statistics or data. 
 
Curley Andrews | Information Dissemination Specialist 

http://www.eia.gov/about/copyrights_reuse.cfm
mailto:INFOCTR@eia.gov
http://www.eia.gov/about/copyrights_reuse.cfm
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Office of Communications 

U.S. Energy Information Administration 

www.eia.gov 
     

 

 InfoCtr(OC) INFOCTR@eia.gov via tuks.co.za   

to Kanwayi  

 
 

Dear Gaettan Katamba, 

  

Thank you for your inquiry to the U.S. Energy Information Administration.  We do not have permission 
certificates to use our public domain data.  We only have the permission statement on our website. 

  

Thanks again, 
 
Curley Andrews | Information Dissemination Specialist 

Office of Communications 

U.S. Energy Information Administration 

www.eia.gov 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.eia.gov/
http://www.eia.gov/
mailto:INFOCTR@eia.gov
http://www.eia.gov/
http://www.eia.gov/
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 OPEC 2014 & 2015 

 

webeditor webeditor@opec.org via tuks.co.za Jul 26 

to u11279185  

 
 

Dear Mr. Katamba, 

 

 

Thank you for your email and your interest in the Organization. 

 

We are fine with your request to use the information from the OPEC World Oil Outlook, as 

long as OPEC is credited for being the source of the material. 

 

 

All the best and good luck. 

 

 

Kind regards. 

 

Ghada Sahab 

Web Content Specialist, PR & Information Department 

OPEC, Helferstorferstrasse 17, 1010 Vienna, Austria 

Tel: +43 1 211 12-3313 | E-Mail: gsahab@opec.org 

Web: http://www.opec.org 

 before printing, consider the environment 

 

mailto:webeditor@opec.org
tel:%2B43%201%20211%2012-3313
mailto:gsahab@opec.org
http://www.opec.org/
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 National Association of Automobile Manufacturers of South Africa (NAAMSA) 

  

 Naamsa naamsa@iafrica.com via tuks.co.za Jul 29 

to Kanwayi  

 
 

Dear Kanwayi,  

 You may use the graph providing you provide the source of the information in your thesis.  

 Regards 

Ashley Short  

  

 
 

mailto:naamsa@iafrica.com

